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GROWING UP FEMINIST
IN THE '40s
When I was young, there were no feminist organizations to join; in fact, there were very few
people to whom I could express my feelings and
ideas. But I did have two role models: My mother
and Alice Paul.
My mother taught me that it was o.k. for a
woman to work outside the home, even if it wasn't
financially necessary; that she could live an independent life, answering only to herself; and, as
sole repairperson in our house, she proved that
there is nothing a man can do that a woman can't
do as well, or better.
Alice Paul, that incredible fighter for women's rights, mother of the E.R.A.,
demonstrated throughout her life that women must never give up the combat, that
we must push on regardless, and that women's battles are rarely won or our
victories secure.
Shortly after N.O.W. was formally incorporated in October, 1966, I became a
member. The stated goal, "to gain true equality for all women...fully equal
partnership of the sexes," sounded wonderful and I couldn't imagine any woman
disagreeing. It was only when I began tabling for the E.R.A. that I discovered that
not all women thought it was such a great idea. To many it meant that
women could be drafted, that they could be responsible for alimony and child
support, that men could expect them to be the main (or sole) wage earners. In short,
it scared the hell out of a lot of women.
Looking back, I can see where we were out of touch. As a mainly middle-class
white women's movement, we didn't recognize that what we wanted was meaningless to poor women and women of color. We had no concept of how to address their
needs or attract them to the movement. However, our political consciousness has,
I hope, become more sensitive to their survival issues and today we fight side by
side for subsidized daycare, healthcare and shelter.
Furthermore, it's time to dispel those rumors that we live in a post-feminist era.
The ranks of N.O.W. continue to swell and a new feminist organization, "The Third
Wave," has been formed.lt is composed of young women of diverse backgrounds
and affiliations and,among other challenges, it seeks to create a coalition among
women who have not previously identified themselves as feminists. It is up to these
young women to establish and work toward their own goals, and, hopefully, to
profit from our mistakes, but to keep in mind that not everything we did was wrong.
We struggled through a narrow trail that originally was cut by such women as
Paul, Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton and others, and we widened the
path for those who choose to follow. Now "The Third Wave" of feminists must make
it a real road, one that future generations can navigate more easily.
I think Alice Paul would approve. I know my mother would.

Beverly Lowy
Executive Editor
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was whispered, a shared secret knowledge among women — a lurking, beckO N
T H E
S S U E S
oning danger that took its form and face
from necessity.
I once attended a small social gathering
Now displays of rage and disgust fill
which included a woman who professed
the television screens in 30-second sound
great skill in analyzing people through
bites—banners, chants, marches, legal
calculating the numbers in their names.
decisions, streetside debates, fetuses as
Not one to ever really believe much in
props, placards of women butchered
the "occult," yet always profoundly infrom illegal abortions, "rescues," clinic
terested in anything concerning myself,
defense, strategic military maneuvers
I immediately asked her to read my
— again and again I feel my personal
numerological chart.
and political history repeat itself with
each demonstration, each new chalAfter going through what seemed to
lenge, every political gain and loss, a
be complex mathematical convolutions,
continual and enveloping sense of deja
she arrived at the "fact" that my name
vu, of memory becoming both present
culminated in the number 11 — a "mysand future.
tical power number." But beyond that,
she told me she saw something in my
The true face of abortion has no conchart that she had never seen before.
tours, only emotional colors with an
Looking at me very seriously she said,
intensity that ebbs and flows with the
"You are a woman who will make money
singular reality it inhabits — the indifrom war." The people around us laughed
vidual woman's life it defines; the places
at what appeared to be an unlikely
it fills, the spaces of love, doubt, surscenario, but I knew better. Because
vival, freedom and terror.
that is what my life and work is — a
I have seen thousands of colors in
In the beginning, before legalization, thousands of faces — women whose
war. I live and work in a war zone.
Because that is what abortion has be- before the battles, before the word be- eyes were wide with grief, anger, lonelicome. It is a war between two specific came flesh and translated into thou- ness, and need—eyes locked tight with
political ideologies, between women and sands of women's lives, abortion wore a mine with an intensity that both filled
men, women and women, between dark and shadowed face, hidden, veiled. and drained me. I can't remember how
women and their own bodies, women In that time, abortion was a word that many hands I have held, how many

MERLE HOFFMAN

and their fetuses, Americans with each
other, organizedreligions, husbands and
wives, parents and daughters, lovers
and friends.
Deconstruct abortion and you find it is
about life, death, sex, relationships,
immortality, transcendence, God and
ego. Abortion is a movement, an ideology, an act, a necessity, a mistake, a
blessing and a business. Abortion is a
war whose face wears many expressions and whose reality lives and
breathes in my world.

The true face
of abortion has
no contours,
only emotional
colors

"...My mother with
dreams deferred
and denied." Merle
Hoffman (age 11)
with her mother.
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heads I have caressed, gently stroking
back wisps of hair that fell because of
sweat and anxiety, how many times I
have whispered into how many ears
that "it will be all right —just breathe
slowly." Extremely intimate connections
full of power, poignancy and love. I was
midwife to much pain, relief and gratitude. There was so much vulnerability;
legs spread wide apart; the physician
crouched between white, black, thin,
heavy, but always trembling, thighs.
The tube sucking out the fetal life from
their bodies. "It'll be over soon, just take
one more deep breath," and then the
last thrust and pull of the catheter —
and the gurgle that signaled the end of
the abortion. What the gynecologists
call the "uterine cry." So many times I
had to talk them through it. So many
endings have I witnessed. So many tentative beginnings. Years and years of
thousands of women's lives — until I
came upon my own.
Summer 1980. It was my first major
national televised debate. My political
debut. I was going into battle and had to
use all my tools. My intellectual ability,
my courage, my rage, my attractiveness. The weapon: Words, the fast bright
retort, the facts, the statistics. I was
anxious, excited, tremendously concerned that I should win, i.e. score points,
speak brilliantly to the commited, because I inherently understood that debates were just that. One could never
really convert or even help the other
side understand. Debates were merely
to rearticulate the issues in an ever
higher and more conscious level so that
the converted became disciples.
My debate was taped on a Friday. I
had taken a pregnancy test that morning. Left my urine at CHOICES. I had
never really expected to become pregnant. It was something I knew intellectually could happen — biologically, realistically, but not something I ever
truly expected to actually happen to me.
I was always very careful — almost
obsessive. I never really thought of
myself as a mother. I defined myself in
other ways — not by having children.
Even as a young girl, the role modeling
never quite fit. My fantasy games with
my friends centered around medieval
knights and dragons rather than playing house or doctor.
As the debate continued, I remember
an odd sort of splitting off. Responding
to the gibes and questions of my opponent all the while thinking that I could

be pregnant — am I pregnant? What if
I am pregnant? Removed enough to
appreciate the exquisite irony of the
situation — that this was a battle being
waged on multi-tracks, performing politically for the cameras and debating
emotionally with myself.My opponent
made a point about aborting female
fetuses. How could I call myself a feminist and support abortion rights when
half the fetuses being aborted were female? It was not a new argument. None
of it was, but this time it made me think
of my mother. My mother with dreams
deferred and denied.
In the closing argument I made a
passionate plea for the importance of
women's lives — for remembering that
the abortion "issue" was ultimately
about that. Thousands ofindividual stories, thousands of different reasons why.
All culminating in one shared ambiguous reality — a reality I was beginning
to enter.
I finished the taping — relieved and
exhilarated for the moment until the
anxiety returned. I asked to use the
studio phone to call my office. The assistant stood next to me, engaging me in
conversation, complimenting me. Of
course, she said, she was also prochoice.
And I was talking, talking, laughing —
eager to engage in the dialogue as if the
talking can stop the thinking — can
stop the possible reality — and I got on
the phone and I spoke to my secretary
and found out that the pregnancy test
was positive. POSITIVE — and it took
my breath away — it literally took my
breath away.
By the time I came out of the building,
I was breathing again. Sweating profusely I wondered whether I had stained
the outfit I purchased specifically for
the debate. Calling a cab, flattening my
back against the seat, consciously taking slow deep breaths. I thought that in
the end, it was very much a matter of
being able to breathe — feeling suffocated — so that the idea of abortion
became a valve — an opening — a way
to breathe. As we crossed the 59th Street
bridge, I remember holding on to my
stomach and saying out loud to no one in
particular: "Sorry little one, it's just not
time."
I managed to get through the rest of
the day on automatic. The night was
difficult. I thought of myself and my
husband and of my life — and of the life
within me. It was the ultimate hard
place. My diary entry reads "For one

night I am a mother."
I don't remember whether or not I
slept the night before the abortion. I
only remember the tiredness and the
overriding sense of inevitability. I
dressed unconsciously. There is a vague
memory of a red and white suit. What
does one wear to an abortion? There
were no specific costumes like those for
funerals or weddings. No ritual from
one generation of women to another to
guide you. Only functional considerations —you wear something that comes
on and off quickly and easily.
In the clinic, the steps of the familiar
process hit home hard. The blood tests,
the images of the sonogram, the table,
the stirrups — were all for me. Now I
was joined to the commonality of my
sex. To my sisters. Yet, as I lay down on
the table that I had stood beside for so
many others I felt ultimately and irrevocably alone. The eyes that surrounded
me could only connect from a distance.
The hands that touched and caressed
my hair felt as if they moved through a
dark porous divide that separated me
from everything that I knew or was
before. It was as if I were falling into a
place from where there was no turning
back, only moving forward. As I spread
my legs I thought of my possible child —
whose time was not now. Strange how I
thought of the fetus as female, as if that
shared gender gave me a more special
connection.
There were no dreams. In the recovery
room as I slowly awoke from the anesthesia I was immediately conscious of
immense and overpowering feelings of
love—non-specific, non-directed. Love,
relief— then sadness. It was a toxically
poignant mixture. And I thought of diaphragms. My diaphragm — the way it
would catch up all the life. Stop it before
it began — creamy, thick and wet. And
I thought that sometimes people have
diaphragms in their minds. Big rubber
stoppers that say STOP — don't love —
don't take risks — don't think — don't
care, don't....
The reality of abortion is not defined
so much by the loss of what is, as it is
defined by the loss of what could be. The
loss of possibility — the road not taken,
the script not played. The mantra is
called "if only" and it is a theme with a
thousand variations.
In the recovery room I was surrounded
by an unique and uncharted intimacy
where all pretense is dropped and the
women allowed themselves the luxury
ON THE ISSUES FALL 1992

ofrage, anger and sarcasm.
Talkingto each other about
their lovers and husbands
— vowing not to "give it to
them anymore." The
nurses would go over the
post-abortion instructions:
"No sex for three weeks"
and the women would respond by saying things like
"Oh baby, give me a doctor's
note that says no sex for
six months," "If he thinks
he's got anything coming
that's a whole other story,"
or "Oh, I've got such bad
cramps, I don't think I'll
feel in the mood for years."
It was sadly jocular and
each knew as she listened
to the other that it was
only talk—"girl talk," that,
in fact, there would be no
way, there hardly ever is,
to say no to these men. The
calls would come in two or
three days later, concerned, upset, ashamed. "I
had intercourse last night.
I know I'm not supposed
to, I know I shouldn't."
"Will I get an infection?"
"What will happen to me?"
"He doesn't like me to use
the pill." "He doesn't want
to use a condom." "He
doesn't believe in the diaphragm." He
He He....
It was not their victimization so
much that moved me. Although there
was much of that. It was their consistent and often futile struggle
against it.
I spent the rest of the day in the
country — quiet, relieved, uncomfortable and withdrawn — reluctantly allowing my husband's need for closeness
to draw me out of myself. Slowly, determinedly, eventually, the discomfort
passed and my focus shifted to the rest
of my life.
Shortly thereafter I found my selfwalking down the hall of the clinic and hearing loud wrenching sobs coming from
the recovery room. A woman was slowly
waking from the anesthesia and crying
for her mother. I walked over to her bed,
put down the siderails, held her close
and gently tried to sooth her. As I was
doing this, a woman from the next bed
reached out her hand and pulled me
towards her. As I bent down to her face
ON THE ISSUES FALL 1992

A patient is comforted by staff at
CHOICES.

she whispered in a halting Russian accent, "You're the only one I have now,
I'm all alone. I was in love and he left
me. I didn't want to do this, but it was
necessary. I had to do this and God will
insure that you and I will meet after
death because you've saved my life by
being here." I held the woman close,
enormously moved, savoring the connection, powerfully reminded about
what I was there for. It was as if there
was no reason needed, no good or bad,
no issue of choice. There was nothing
more than the pure energy of survival,
and women doing what they've been
doing for centuries throughout history,
what they've done for survival and love.
The ambiguous gift of choice — terminating a potential life at this particular
moment in time, in this individual
woman's life, for this reason or that.
This reality is very harsh, very cold
and very hard. It is the thing that people
have so much difficulty with. What they

deign to allow exception
for — rape or incest — is
only if sex is not chosen
and she is a "victim." So
many debates — so many
of the same themes —
"they" have convenience
abortions — "they" only
want to look good in a bathing suit—"they" have selfish reasons — like wanting to finish school or wanting a bigger house — they
— they...For me, my reasons were mine and they
were enough.
As I write, plans are being laid for the defense of
the New York clinics
against a massive onslaught from Operation
Rescue scheduled for the
Democratic National Convention. Thousands are expected to lie down in front
of clinic doors and thousands more expected to
stop them. The political
battles rage on and more
and more warriors are recruited. Street actions engendering more civil disobedience. My fate replays
itself again and again in
the media, in the meetings,
in the streets. But inside
the clinic, beyond all the public struggles,
there is the continuing ebb andflowof
the colors of women's lives — a neutral
ground of sorts, a private place, a sacred
place—where mothers act out of love and
survival, where women lay their bodies
down in the hope of being able to breathe
again—with the determinationofgoingon.
I think of the first patient who came to
CHOICES in 1971 from New Jersey
because abortion was illegal in that
state. She was a mother of two small
children, 24 years old, white, married,
poor and terrified. I was young, just
beginning in my world and also terrified — but we helped each other. Hers
was the first story I heard, the first
hand that I held, hers the first eyes I
met so intimately.
She is always with me, just as that
other part — the road not taken — the
child whose time was not then — is
within me in all the places of my life, in
all the battles, struggles and thoughts,
but especially here, in this one, in this
place.
•

W I N SOME 0 LOSE SOME

A Compiled Adaptation of News Items
with Editorial Commentary by Beverly Lowy

THE GENDER GYP
Henry Gilgoff in N.Y.
Newsday: Whether they have
their hair cut, clothes pressed
or buy the same used car at
the same lot as a man, women
often pay more, New York
City Consumer Affairs Commissioner Mark Green said
at a Manhattan news conference. The result: A woman
in the city pays hundreds
of dollars a year in overcharges because of stereotypes and policies with no
economic basis.
"Based on our investigation
of 230 cleaners, haircutters
and used-car dealers, we have
found that women are regularly being taken for a ride,
getting gypped, losing their
shirts," Green said.

For used cars, female inspectors in the city survey
were quoted prices $60 to
$1,000 more than male inspectors.
The total overcharges that
women in the city pay for the
same cleaning and laundering services as men are at
least $2 million a year.
A majority of hair salons
charge women more than
men for a basic shampoo,
haircut and blow dry — from
$2 to $25 more.
The city suspects there is
discrimination elsewhere, as
in auto repairs and the sale
of computers and other hightech equipment.
As the saying goes, it's always
the woman who pays.

...AND THE POOR
GET POORER

pared to 27.4 million in 1979.
In 1989, there were more than
FromTV. Y. Newday's "Nation 20 million children under the
Briefs": Earlier this year the age of 18 living in poverty.
Census Bureau reported that And 8.5 million households
nearly two-thirds of Ameri- had incomes of less than
cans were living on middle $10,000 a year.
incomes in 1989, compared
The census counted nearly
to nearly three-fourths a de- 30 million persons over the
cade earlier.
age of 65 of whom one in 10
But while middle incomes was living below the poverty
declined, high incomes in- level.
creased.
Census takers also found
Those Americans with high that nearly 60 percent of all
incomes grew from 11 per- women with children under
cent in 1979 to 15 percent 10 six were in the workforce.
years later. In 1989,1.4 mil- That's an increase from 49
lion households had income percent in 1980.
ofmore than $150,000 a year.
In 1989 the census found Wait till they tabulate the
31.7 million people living be- 1992 census. We ain't seen
low the poverty level, com- nothinyet!
6

PUNISHMENT FOR PREGNANCY?
N.Y. Daily News "Sunday Report": Canada will
investigate reports that the Northwest
Territory's largest hospital perlormed abortions without anesthetics.
The review ol Stanton Yellowknife Hospital was
ordered after a flood of complaints that women
endured excruciating pain during abortions and
that hospital staff made demeaning and racist
remarks to the women, many of whom are Eskimo
or Inuit.
Is this a new way of teaching abstinence?
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FEMICIDE AS
CAMPUS SPORT
H.J. Cummins, N.Y.
Newsday's "Workbook":
Among widespread attempts to diversify American workplaces with more
women and other minorities, one effort has sparked
death threats at the University of Minnesota at
Duluth.
The so-called Deer
Hunter letters have
graphically threatened
death
to
Sandra
Featherman, a white
woman hired last July as
the campus' first female
vice chancellor. One, for
example, described targeting game through a rifle
scope.
History professor Judith
Trolander, a strong proponent of women's rights,
also was threatened.
Law enforcement authorities have identified no suspects, but believe one person
wrote all the threats. Spokeswoman Doris Pride said administrators suspect a faculty or staff member because
unreleased details in some
letters show an insider's understanding of campus workings.
Campus
chancellor
Lawrence Ianni told students
in a May letter that the
threats result from — and
will not discourage — the
university's commitment to
improving workplace diversity. Ianni has announced he
intends to fire the letter
writer, if in fact the writer is
an employee.
But the Minneapolis Star
Tribune has taken the university to task for failing
to take such firm action in
the past. After paying more
than $110,000 in 1989 to
settle unrelated sexual harassment charges against
engineering professor
Frederick Robinson, the
university suspended him
for only a month. The editorial complained the reON THE ISSUES FALL 1992

sponse didn't send a clear
signal of support to women
and other minorities.
And from the N.Y. Times:
Despite faculty and student calls for disciplinary
action, Harvard Law
School's administrative
board has decided not to
punish the students who
wrote a parody that
mocked the work of Mary
Joe Frug, a professor at
the New England School of
Law and a feminist who
was stabbed to death last
year near the campus.
Laced with sexual innuendo and described as "dictated beyond the grave," it
was titled "He-Manifesto
of Postmodern Feminism"
by the "Rigor Mortis Professors of Law" and distributed at the annual gala
of the Law Review on April
4, the first anniversary of
Frug's death.
In a letter to David
Kennedy, a law school professor who called for disciplinary action, the board explained that it would not
take any action against the
authors of the Harvard
Law Review parody because
there are no school rules
limiting the content of the
publication.
The board also said it
would not pursue an investigation into accusations of sexual harassment at the Law Review,
the nation's most prestigious legal journal, but
that it would investigate
specific complaints if
they are filed.
The parody also served to
renew the simmering debate about the school's pace
in hiring women and minorities. Of the school's 59
tenured professors, three
are Black and five are
women.
We wonder what action would
be taken were the targets (and
victim) macho males?

boyfriend showed up at her
house, drunk and uninvited,
An AP dispatch: Navy officials and fought with her when
told a petty officer who was she tried to get him to leave.
Instead of help, Adams got a
beaten up byaformerboyfriend
that she might be discharged if disciplinary note and a stern
such incidentskeep happening, warning from the Navy.
prompting outragefromadvo- Candace Feathers, a counselor
who works on abuse cases at
cates for battered women.
Petty Officer PrancineAdams the air station where Adams
says she expected help from is stationed, accused the serthe Navy after she was vice of "blaming the victim."
But, Lt. Julie Tinker, a Navy
abused last October. She suffered a concussion and missed lawyer and Adams' supervisor,
two days of work after the ex- said she took the strong-arm

BLAMED FOR HER
OWN BEATING

SNATCHED FROM
THE WOMB
News dispatch: In Rio de
Janeiro, three men kidnaped
a pregnant woman, induced
labor and stole her baby.
A police spokesman said
Isabel da Silva Santos, 42,
was kidnaped outside her inlaw's home in Rio's poor

approach to force Adams out of
a pattern that has lasted at
least five years. "It's not a
blamingofthevictim,"Tinker
said. "It's getting her to take
responsibility for the situation, because she was allowing this to happen to her. I
felt I needed to get her attention to get her on the track to
get help."
"I did this voluntarily, asked
for help, and it backfired,"
said Adams, 27, who has
served nearly 10 years in the

8

mane and dangerous to
other wildlife.
And according to Feminists
for Animal Rights: Last year,
in the United States alone:
• one hundred million animals were tortured and killed
in laboratories.
• five billion farm animals
were forced to suffer and die
for human consumption.
• thirteen million animals
were mutilated in leg-hold
traps for agonizing deaths.
• sixty-five to seventy
million animals were killed
by hunters.

Navy males have long been
known for sexual harassment
and rape. Apparently female
officers have bought into the
male concepts.
who reportedly sell Brazilian children overseas.

North Zone, blindfolded and
driven to a medical clinic.
There her abductors used a
drug to induce labor.
Santos told police she heard
her baby crying after birth
but never saw the child, the
spokesman said. Police said
they believe the baby was
taken by child traffickers,

Another horror from a
country where thousands
of women die yearly from
illegal abortions, and contraceptive information and
devices are nearly unobtainable.

THE BLACKLIST
REVISITED

ANIMAL WRONGS
News dispatch: The U.S. Agriculture Department's
sharp-shooters and trappers
killed more than 2.5 million
birds and animals last year,
from American alligators and
nine-banded armadillos to
weasels and wolves.
The Animal Damage Control program says it's protecting livestock, crops, catfish and range and forest
lands from predatory and
nuisance animals that cause
millions of dollars in losses to
farmers and ranchers.
But environmentalists
and animal-rights activists
say the program's use of
lethal methods is inhu-

Navy. She has appealed to
officials to remove the warning from her record.
Said Marilyn Diaz, coordinator of the Y.M.C.A.'s
Women in Crisis program in
nearby Norfolk: "Would they
have taken this position if
she had been raped?"

News dispatch: The chairman of a House subcommittee wants officials of the Federal Emergency Management Agency to testify about
why a gay employee was
forced during a security check
to list homosexuals who work
for the agency.
"I want tofindout what they
think they are doing, I want to
make clear to them that they
need to stop this," said Rep.
Barney Frank (D-MA), one of
two acknowledged homosexuals in Congress.
FEMA's director, Wallace
E. Stickney, said that security officials asked Jerald
Johnson, who is gay, to produce the list only after the
employee told them he knew
that other homosexuals had
received security clearances.
Security officials became
"concerned that any FEMA
employees concealed their
sexual preference and were
vulnerable to coercion.''

It seems that the really predatory animals are called Do we hear "Are you now, or
"people."
have you ever been...'"?

THERE'S SISTERHOOD IN THEIR
FASHION
Nadine Brozan in N. Y. Times
"Chronicle":Mostfashionshows
are presented for women who
already have plenty ofclothes
in their closets. The one put
on at the Fashion Institute of
Technology inNew York City
was|for thoseiwho'do not: Displaced homemakers seeking
new jobs.
The Academy of Women
Achievers, an organization of
the Y.W.C.A. of N.Y.C.,had
been collecting clothing, new
and used, for two years. The
outfits are for women in the
Y*s Re-Entry Employment
Program who need clothes
for job interviews and work.
Gretchen Cryer, playwright
and songwriter, spoke at the
show. "This is an incredible example of cooperation among
women: Executive women
reaching out so that other
women can become independent, and doing so in a very
practical way."
This hands-on approach
bears repeating everywhere.
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am a member of the first generation of women to benefit from the
gains of the 1970s' women's movement without having participated
in its struggles. I grew up on the
sidelines of feminism — too young
to take part in those moments, debates and events that would define
the women's movement, while at the
same time experiencing firsthand the
societal changes that feminism had demanded.
Ironically, it is due to the modest success of feminism that many young
women like myself were raised with an
illusion of equality. I never really
thought much about feminism as I was
growing up but, looking back, I believe
I've always had feminist inclinations.
Having divorced parents, and a father
who was ambivalent about his parental
responsibilities, probably has much to
do with this. I was only five when my
parents separated in 1971, and I couldn't
possibly have imagined or understood
the E.R.A. marches, consciousness-raising groups, or triumphal passing of Roe
v. Wade that shortly would make history. Certainly I couldn't have defined
the word feminism. Still, watching my
young mother struggle emotionally and
financially as a single parent made the
concept of gender injustice painfully
clear, teaching me a lesson which would
follow me always.
My first real introduction to feminism
came secondhand. During the height of
the '70s' women's movement, I watched
my mother become "liberated" after the
breakup of yet another marriage. It was
she, not I, who sought some answers
from the counterculture of the time. It
was confusing, if not terrifying, to watch
her change her life dramatically—and,
by association, mine — during those
years, transforming herself into a
woman I barely recognized. She quit
her job and returned to college and then
graduate school, working odd jobs and
devoting her time to books and meetings and new-age therapy and talking it
all out with her never-ending supply of
free-spirited divorced comrades. I was
13 the year I found her copy of The
Women's Room, a book which so intrigued me that I read it cover to cover
in the course of only a few nights. Like
the heroine of the book, my mother was
becoming "independent" and "hip," but
I had never been so miserable.
Like most women my age, though, I
never really considered feminism in
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terms of my own life until I reached
college. It was during those years that I
first took an interest in feminist classics
like The Feminine Mystique, Sisterhood
is Powerful and Sexual Politics. As powerful as these texts were, they seemed
to express the anger of an earlier generation, simultaneously captivating and
excluding me. Reading them so long
after the excitement of their publication
made my own consciousness-raising
seem anticlimatic. These books, and
countless others that I encountered,
seemed to speak more to my mother's
generation than mine. They explained
a great deal about the limited choices
awaiting such women, and attempted

by
the legacy &fj the
ivomen s movement
vast, many have
become "no, but"
feminists

experienced sexual discrimination, and,
in fact, honestly believed it was something I would never have to face. In
retrospect, this experience marked my
first realization that there was much
work to be done in creating a world
where women and men were treated
with equal respect, on the job and off.
Living in an inner-city neighborhood,
and my involvement in community issues there, was also important. I saw
the dire need for drastic political change
in the lives of the poor women, elderly
women, and women of color who were
my neighbors. Watching these women,
many of them single parents, struggling daily to find shelter, childcare,
and food made me realize that they,
unlike me, had not been touched at all
by the gains of the '70s' women's movement. How could women's liberation
possibly be perceived as won when these
women had been so forgotten? I began
to reconsider feminism in an attempt to
find the answers.

oday I am among the minority
of young women who have committed themselves to feminism
in the hopes of achieving social
and political goals for all women.
While we are attempting to
carve out a place for ourselves
in a movement still heavily
to guide them in ways to overcome pa- dominated by another generation, the
triarchal oppression. But I, like many of majority of young women have been
my white, middle-class friends, saw reluctant to do the same. Confused about
women's liberation from quite a differ- their roles in relation to the media steent perspective. Many of us really be- reotypes about feminists or intimidated
lieved that we wouldn't have to worry by the legacy of the women's movement
about issues like discrimination, op- past, many have become "no, but" femipression, and getting stuck in the house- nists . That is, they approve of— indeed,
wife role. Indeed, many of my friends, demand — equal pay, economic indeconsidered my interest in feminism pendence, sexual freedom and reproductive choice, but are still reluctant to
"radical," and irrelevant to the times.
lthough I participated in femi- define themselves with the label "feminist activities sporadically in nist." The results of a recent poll by
college, including prochoice InView, a magazine for college women,
demonstrations, it was really is typical of many surveys that report
my experiences outside that en- this contradiction. According to the 514
vironment where my feminist female undergraduates surveyed by
politics took root. Several events InView, 90 percent agreed that men
stand out as catalysts. First and women should earn equal pay for
was an internship I held at a public equal work; 93 percent said that women
television station while in college. Armed want equality with men; 84 percent
with an eager attitude and practical agreed that women should have access
experience, I felt my enthusiasm wane to birth control, regardless of age or
when I was given mainly menial and marital status; 90 percent believed that
secretarial tasks to perform while my sexism still exists. Still, only 16 percent
male co-interns, who had less experi- of the women said they were definitely
ence than I, were frequently asked to do feminists.
editing assignments and were invited
Yet the evidence clearly shows that
along on shoots. I had never before young women's situations are dismal:

T
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Roe v. Wade is under fire, and if overturned will impact most on my generation and those to come; parental consent laws, which require parental notification or permission for abortion, have
been mandated in many states, date
rape and violence against women have
become epidemics on college campuses
and everywhere; eating disorders, linked
to the unreasonable societal standards
for women's body sizes, have claimed
the lives of thousands of us; and we still
can expect to earn 70 cents on every
dollar earned by men. Sure, our chances
of having professional careers are
greater. However, more of us than in
any previous generation have grown up
in single-parent families — we have
seen the myth of the "supermom" professional "bringing home the bacon and
frying it up in a pan" and can call it for
what it is. In these hard economic times,
young women can look forward to mandatory full-time jobs and second shifts
of housecare and childcare in their
homes. Where are the parental-leave
policies, the flexible schedules, the adequate healthcare, the subsidized
daycares, and the male cooperation that
will ease these situations? As yet, nowhere to be found, and, considering the
present political climate, there doesn't
seem to be much hope for the near
future.

Yet another reason young women have
turned away from feminism may lie
within its history. If the young women
who have gained the most from feminism — that is, white, middle-class
women who took advantage of increased
accessibility to higher education and
professional employment — have been
reluctant to associate themselves with
feminism, it is hardly surprising that
most economically disadvantaged
women and women of color, who have
seen fewer of those gains, have not been
eager to embrace feminism either. The
women's movement of the '70s has been
called an upper-middle class white
women's movement, and to a large de-

Q ^ there is to be a
thud wave orj
feminism it must
and
support a wide
range of} choices ^oral/ women

Given all this, what can explain why gree I believe that is true. More than a
so many young women have shunned few young feminists—many influenced
feminism? In her survey of young by feminists of color such as Flo
women, Feminist Fatale: Voices from Kennedy, Audre Lorde and bell hooks
the Twentysomething Generation Ex- — have realized that feminism must
plore the Future of the Women's Move- also acknowledge issues of race and
ment, Paula Kamen found that media- class in order to reach out to those
fueled stereotypes of feminists as "man- women whose concerns have been overbashers" and "radical extremists" were looked by the women's movement of the
behind the fact that many young women past. Indeed, numerous statistics, indon't identify with the women's move- cluding a poll by the New York Times,
have noted that young African-Ameriment.
ut these are not the only reasons. can women are more likely than white
Kamen also points to the lack of women to acknowledge many of the
young feminist role models as an concerns conducive to a feminist agenda,
important factor. The failure of including a need for job training and
major feminist organizations equal earning power outside the professuch as N.O.W. to reach out to a sional sector. But for them, feminism
wider spectrum ofwomen, includ- has not provided the only answer. Only
ing young women, must be ac- by making issues of class and race a
knowledged as a part of this problem. priority can feminism hope to impact on
While individual chapters do have young the lives of the millions of women for
feminist committees and, sometimes, whom the daily struggle to survive, not
officers, they, and the national office are feminist activism, is a priority. Will
led and staffed primarily by older ours be the first generation of feminists
women, and consequently often fail to to prioritize fighting cuts in Aid to Famireflect the interests and needs of a com- lies With Dependent Children, establishing the right to national healthcare,
plex generation of young women.

B
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daycare, and parental leave, and bringing to the forefront other issues pertinent to the daily struggle of many
women's lives? If there is to be a third
wave of feminism, we must.
hile the women's movement
of the '70s focused primarily on the E.R.A., getting
women into high-paying,
powerful occupations and
combatting sexual discrimination in the workplace,
these issues — while still
critical — must not be the only goals of
feminism. My sister is an example. We
have taken very different paths indeed.
I have focused on attending graduate
school and writing about women's issues, she has chosen to forfeit similar
plans, for now, in favor of marrying
young and raising a family. Does she
signify a regression into the homemaker
role of the 1950s? On the contrary. In
fact, she is among those feminists that
I most respect, even though she herself
believes that the feminist movement
may not have a place for her because of
the choices she has made. For her, issues such as getting midwivery legalized and covered by insurance plans,
providing information about the importance of breastfeeding to rural mothers,
countering the male-dominated medical establishment by using and recommending natural and alternative healing methods, protecting the environment and raising her own daughter
with positive gender esteem are central
to what she defines as a feminist agenda.
Who am I to say that she — and other
young women like her who are attempting to reclaim the power and importance of motherhood—aren't correct? If
there is to be a third wave of feminism,
it must acknowledge and support a wide
range of choices for all women.
Surely the greatest challenge facing
all young women is the frightening assault on reproductive rights, and if any
issue can unite women from all backgrounds it is this. While we have never
known the horrors of coat-hanger abortions, we have seen our reproductive
rights drastically shrink. If the legacy of
the women's movement has left young
women confused about their roles in a
structure still heavily dominated by
older white women, this is one issue on
which the torch must be shared. If feminism is to succeed in challenging this
continued on pg 60
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QOoman
Explores the @^wwin(jf ^
l Culture an$
Q/Uomeits Equality
By Faith Fungayi Chimanda
t is no longer a common sight in she still prefers to defer to her man,
Zimbabwean cities to come across while "modern" women are struggling
women with head covers. Many with the policy of equal rights. The new
women have turned from this tradi- woman allows discussion, but not option to view life from a more west- pression. The traditional woman
ernized way. The few "cultured" [tra- turns obedience into oppression, as
ditional] women in cities can be she allows it to be.
easily spotted by their head covers,
called dhuku in Shona. This type of
In this society of the 1990s, Zimbabwe
head cover has historically identified is trying to encourage women and men
the married lady. It shows that the to have planned pregnancies. The "culheads of women are to be respected. tured" woman allows her husband to
Traditional women can be recognized expect her to do everything to avoid
by this custom, and also by their way unwanted pregnancies while he neglects
of kneeling down when addressing condoms. The woman wants to be
their elders. The "modern" woman praised for all this because "she is keepstill bends a little but not in public ing tradition." Her husband does not
places. She feels too ashamed to be want her to work because she will turn
called backward.
wild. We all know that this is not true.
Before westernization, Zimbabwean The man is suppressive because he is
women knew that if any of their chil- scared that his wife might finally know
dren fell ill they would have to call a her rights and turn against him.
N'anga (witch-doctor) who would dig up
Women in Zimbabwe still have the
tree roots for herbs. Now the "cultured" choice whether to be "modern" or tradiwoman has to face a bit of the modern tionally "cultured." A mother's choice
facts from today's woman. She hardly might make the difference between prowants to, but she tries both the N'anga gressing or limiting the options of teenand the doctor.
agers, who are the women of the future.
The "cultured" woman who stands for If women allow oppression now, the
tradition listens to her husband, and is chances are that their future grandrequired ^o let him make all decisions as daughters will carry oppression to their
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generation.
The woman who wants to be "modern"
has chosen to be so because the advantages outnumber those of being "cultured." She works for herself and does
not have to rely on anyone's money. She
finds joy in her new life, for she no
longer has to harden her hands trying
to prove that she is a suitable bride. She
does not have to work in the fields
anymore. To show her love for her
Vamwene (mother-in-law), she can now
send presents and not labor.
The "modern" woman admires the
"cultured" woman although she won't
admit it, for it's a well known fact
that "cultured" women are well-mannered.
The woman who follows tradition also
ON THE ISSUES FALL 1992

envies the westernized woman. The "cultured" woman has few freedoms, for she
lives in rural areas where her life is
speculated on and discussed by village
elders. The opinion of these elders affects her marriage as much as it affects
her in-laws, so there is every point in
trying to please elders.
The "modern" woman gets her bride
price paid in cash for she has a lover like
her who owns no cattle. Her parents
accept the cash for they know of the
changing times. But back in the rural
areas, the bride price is still paid in form
of cattle, goats and sheep. In my country
the argument over Lobola or Roora
(bride price) is still hot. The "modern"
woman argues that Lobola makes her
feel as though she has been sold and
ON THE ISSUES FALL 1992

The traditional married woman still
wears the dhuku head cover.

bought. The "cultured" woman says
Lobola should be paid, and still in the
form of beasts, according to tradition.
The men are ever caught between these
arguments, but are equally concerned,
for they have sisters who will be married too.
The reason behind this argument is
that some men are now mistreating
their wives and calling them "bought
property." In some families they now
charge Lobola around six to seven thousand Zimbabwe dollars, which is very
expensive. Why is this happening?
Lobola has now lost its original meaning. The tradition of paying the bride
PHOTO- VICKI R. FINKEL/IMPACT VISUALS

price only united the two families of the
bride and her spouse.
I personally feel that if the bride price
is to be paid, it should not cost a lot. I
think it should not be paid in form of
cash, so parents will realize that they
can not plan on buying furniture after
their daughters have been married. I
wish there was afixedrate for all brides
to discourage parents from making girls
sources of generating income. After all,
a marriage should bring joy and not
sorrow. Why should the woman or man
suffer if they have fallen in love?
•
Faith Fungayi Chimanda ia a 19-yearold writer from Harare, Zimbabwe, Africa, She is a member of the Zimbabwe
Women Writers' Association.
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When most young women think about "feminists," they conjure up
images of white, over-35, 7Os'-style activists who seem far removed
from their own experiences and lives. While this is partly due to unfair
media stereotypes of feminists as sign-carrying, bra-burning radicals,
it is also due to the fact that an awful lot of the most visible feminists
really are the white, upper-middle-class women who launched the
second wave of the women's movement.
By Laurie Ouellette
ON THE ISSUES FALL 1992
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But that doesn't mean that young
women, at least the young women I
know, are weak and passive victims
under the thumb of patriarchy, or that
they don't strive for independence and
equality. And it certainly doesn't mean
they don't recognize male oppression —
or racial or economic oppression—when
it is staring them in the face.
Eight extremely articulate AfricanAmerican women, ages 16 to 18, who
recently discussed gender politics with
me, are no exception. While none of
these young women considered themselves feminists, and most of them
couldn't relate to the feminist movement, they had plenty to say about the
challenges facing women today, and
about gender inequality as it operates
in their own relationships to part-time
jobs, their families, and the media.
We met at a Brooklyn high school for
gifted, inner-city kids where the young
women are enrolled. Their insights serve
as a powerful reminder that the concerns of a young multicultural generation of women must be recognized and
addressed in order to reclaim feminism
as a form of empowerment in the lives of
all women.
Following are some excerpts from our
conversation:
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"I don't like it when they say that men
are smarter than women, or that men
know math skills better than women,
therefore they can work computers."
"Or that men work harder than women.
They put in that since women get pregnant they should be getting the lower
paidjobs, 'cause they have to take maternity leave, and that kind ofgarbage."
'Yeah, where I'm working now one ofmy
supervisors is pregnant and she's getting ready to go on maternity leave. And
her boss is saying that when she goes on
maternity leave, he's going to give her
office to a male worker. And she's pissed,
because she's going to come back to the
same job, the same position, and no
office, because she went on maternity
leave."
'Yeah, they did that to my mother too.
She came back from maternity leave,
and suddenly she had a different title,
they even put her in a different building.
She was like, 'what happened?' They
don't tell you this, they just do it behind
your back."

"Here's a good comparison on how men
and women are treated differently:
There's these two rap groups, NWA
Do you think that men and women (Niggers With Attitude) and BWP
(Bitches with Power). It's like NWA is
are treated equally:
this group of guys that talk about everything, in any language they want. And
"Noway."
BWP and they talked about anything
"No. I think there's always going to be that they wanted to. NWA went platithe fact that men are physically stronger num, and was given all these prizes.
than women. And even ifthey aren't, you They've been on TV, 'Oprah,"Donahue,'
know, they always think they are...I on every talk show just because of their
mean, I can play basketball, but I can't music. But BWP, they don't go platinum, they don't get no attention. It has to
go pro."
do with female rappers vs. male rap"Women might be equal now, but when pers."
it comes to something like a job, a man
will get it before a woman."
Growing up and today, which
women do you consider role mod"Yeah, statistics show that when a man els?
and woman go to the same college, take
the same courses and graduate with the "My mother."
same degree, and both start out at the
same position, the man usually gets the 'Yes, my mother also. I mean, a lot of my
higher wage. I mean, a woman usually friends, and myself, we come from singlehas to have three or four more years parent homes. You know, the regular.
experience to make the same thing as a The father walks out or whatever. And
guy, even when she has the same quali- your mother has to take on the whole
fications.
load. It's not until you're older that you
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realize that she has to provide clothes,
take you to school, do everything."

stroke last year, and she can't work no
more. She's on disability. And now, she
feels that she let me and herself down,
because she was always the fire in the
family, there was always a spark in her.
She wanted to do more for us so we can
get far. Not for her, for us. She even put
her school on hold. Now she's home and
I wake up and say, 'oh brother, I have to
hurry up' 'cause I'm running back and
forth and she looks at me and she says,
'that reminds me of me.'"

"My father left when I was like, young, so
my mother had to get used to living with
her parents in one room with twin beds,
me and my mother. Our father is living
in a two-bedroom, garden, nice Queens
apartment and everything. My mother
tries andeverything, working. My mother
is a firefighter. And I didn't realize, but
even now she has to pay rent, pay the
bills, telephone bills, food, clothes, other
expenses. I would go crazy. I mean it, I "I grew up around females, and I was
would go absolutely crazy."
always told, don't let no man do this for
you,yougotta do it yourself, becauseyou
"I look up to my mother because she never know when he's going to walk out
works two jobs, one at night. I mean she the door. The guys in my family are
goes to work at 11:00 at night and comes really messed up. I don't even think
home at 9:00 in the morning, and then about them. Some of them have it going
she goes straight to anotherjob. And she on, but they're not here. So, everything I
don't come home until 3:00 in the after- see is from the female side. I don't see it
noon. And then, she has to pay—we just from the male point of view."
bought a house — she has to pay water,
gas, everything, and in the wintertime, Do you have any other female role
oil uses up like a week and a half of her models beside your mothers?
salary. Plus, my mother is a nurse, and
she's trying to become a registered nurse, "Assata Shakur [Formerly JoAnne
so she's taking her board exam. And she Chesimard]. She was very young. She
bought a car, so she's trying to get her was around our age when she aware of
driver's license."
what was going on. She was a Black
revolutionary. She decided to do some"My mother was born in the West Indies thing about it. Back in those days, back
and she had it hard. She had my sisters in the '60s, she was a part of organizaand I when she was very young. And tions for different nationalities that
nobody helped her. I mean, in the West wanted the government to become aware
Indies, you get pregnant and you're on that we want our civil rights. She was
your own. It's your problem. You have to part of the Black Panther Party, the
take care of the baby yourself, you have BlackLiberationArmy, andtheNAACP.
to work, you have to go to school every- She was a part of everything. And it
thing you do you have to do it on your seemed like what she was doing wasn't
own with no help at all. So she's very enough. Getting in a group and speakstrong. She's a very strong person. And ing out is not enough. The government is
she don't let someone tell her what to do. not listening.
She does it for herself."
"So, the government went after her, be"My mother has six kids. And she had cause they said she was the Queen of the
me when she was like 38. And before I Panther Party, she was dangerous, she
was born she had problems. She had a carried machine guns, she would shoot
marriage that didn't work out. She had anybody. And this was a woman, and
three kids, and two other kids from the she wasn't like that, even though she
West Indies. And she had to bring them was headstrong, and anybody is cahere, find a job and a place to stay. She pable of carrying a machine gun, but to
had to try to arrange everything. And her, that wasn't necessary. In 1973 they
then she had a divorce. After the divorce shot her in the back, and she was in
then I came. I mean it was only her and prison for armed robberies in places she
my brothers and sisters and my mother had never been at. She endured years in
had to work hotel jobs, and factory jobs. prison before she was convicted of any
But now, she is home because she had a charge. This is so low. When they finally
ON THE ISSUES FALL 1992
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gave her a trial, she got framed for no
reason. Now she is in exile in Cuba
'cause she escaped from prison. And
she's still living. I mean, if somebody
can do all that and still have a
child...She had mad courage. I mean,
I couldn't survive one year in prison.
Not even six months. She survived
many years.
"Maya Angelou is my other favorite because she had a son when she was around
17 years old, I believe. And she told her
mother that my son is not going to be a
bum. He's not going to grow up on the
street. And she proved to her mother she
was right. She brought her son up in a
loving atmosphere, she broke her neck to
try to get different jobs. She was in show
business, she got a job in writing, she did
a lot."
"There are a lot of strong women out
there, and when they're strong, the government seems to,you know, keep them
down."

"If they show a Black woman who is,
say, an office person, she would be tall,
light skin, long hair. But it's not like
that. They portray it like every Black
woman is like that. Not until films made
by people like Spike Lee and Matty Rich
do you see Black women with dark skin
and nappy hair, you know."

Q4Jo?nen niiyht
be equal now, but Do you think that things will be
easier for you as women than they
for your mothers? Has anywhen it comes to were
thing changed?
something like a Wo."
fob, a man mill "Oh no, not really."
"Well, in a way, but not too much. It's
history is repeating itself. It get
yet it befjote a like,
better, and all of a sudden, it is set
back."
woman

"In terms ofrace too. It starts all over again.
Like all of this prejudice and segregation.
We've overcome all of that, and all of a
sudden it starts happening again."

"Whoopi Goldberg, she's okay. I think
she's even a good role model, 'cause she
went through drugs, and having a child
when she was young, and welfare. She
went through it all, and I think she's a
very good role model."

What does feminism mean to you?
"I'm not even sure, really what a feminist is."
"I guess I think of the '60s.''

Do you think women are stereotyped in the media?
"It upsets me. I mean, in a movie, a drug
deal is going down, and there will be a
Black woman involved, and they will
portray her as an ugly black-skinned
woman. And the lighter-skinned Black
woman, she's the good person. Why does
it have to be that way? I mean, it's bad
enough that Black people have a thing
about dark and light skin, but in movies
and films, they say dark-skinned women
look too, oh, African, and the lightskinned women look more American. It
isn't fair."
"They always show Black women as
prostitutes, or drug addicts, or having
20 kids, real life isn't like that...it's not
even true. And when people complain
about that, write to the TV stations, you
know, they write back and say they show
real life, but it's not."
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"I guess they say a woman who takes
control, who don't bother with a man
taking charge too often."

think every
woman vuts
herself with
feminism in
some sense

"lean relate to feminism. It's about time
that girls start doing things. But there's
a negative ring to feminism. You know,
it's too strong. When people ask you if
you agree with feminism, I think no, oh
no, are you kidding? But somewhere
along the line you have to relate to some
of that, ifyou're a woman. I think every
woman puts herself with feminism in
some sense, cause she would like to do
things for herself, because she's a woman,
and everyone would like to see things
better for women."
•
Editors' Note:
The facts expressed in this interview
are based on the perceptions of the
young women. On the Issues makes no
claims to their accuracy.
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(£Pevsvective
By Amy Wu
Why is it that so many women love to be called "feminine," but cringe at the word
"feminist"? What must a female do to prove that she is both a woman and a
human being? Why is it that if a woman is pretty and wears skirts she is
"feminine,'' if she likes to wear jeans and t-shirts she is "sloppy," and if she
prefers to wear hockey jerseys, she must "want to be a man"? And why do so
many films and television shows still portray women in narrow, one-dimensional roles like "princess bimbo," "girl-next-door" or "struggling mother"?
espite the gains of feminism, and be at ease with whatever role they
women still don't get the respect please.
Both women and men should be able to
they deserve, on the job or off. In
today's recessionary economy, have a choice in what role they want to take
women assume double responsi- on. The goals of feminism should apply to
bility: To keep the household run- men as well. There isn't anything wrong
ning and put food on the table as with men who want to stay home and care
well. But even though women for their children, just as there is nothing
have taken over many of the responsi- wrong with women who prefertoclimb the
bilities once associated with the "male" corporate ladder.
But men are often unfair to women.
role, women are rarely treated equally,
These days they think that they are
or as respected human beings.
As a young woman growing up in the liberal and more open-minded than in
tumultuous 1990s, it seems to me that previous decades, but most of them subit is time for a third wave of feminism to consciously cringe when women want
begin. Most women could use a boost of to be successful.
Men especially can't accept women
confidence. Women need to stand up for
themselves. But the feminist movement who call themselves feminists. You
shouldn't be about militia and flying know, the kind of women who would
bullets. The goal should be to create a march down the street shouting "No
social climate where women can choose More Harassment," and "Down to Rap-
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ists." Or women who would rather have
conversations about politics and the
environment than ha ve dinner with men
who pull out chairs, and pay the check.
If the feminist movement begins now,
I am hoping that by the next century,
when I am in my early 30s, women will
be more respected in the workforce, the
family, and in society at large. Today,
the words "feminine" and "feminist" are
two very different and contrasting
words. Maybe in the future, it will be
insulting to be called feminine, but a
compliment to be called a feminist. It's
kind of funny in that sense.
•
Amy Wu is a 17-year-old high school
senior. Her essays and letters have
appeared in Sassy, Youth magazine,
and USA Today. She resides in
Thornwood, NY.
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Left: Sprinkle
straddles the
schism between
pornography and art.
Right: Her productions tend to satirize
"traditional"
pornography and
question its
definitions.

Despite Western art's long
tradition of the female nude,
sex and art have, at best, an
uneasy relationship. Traditional female nudes, styled
by the male artist/creator to
signify male pleasure and
ownership, have taught
women to view themselves
as sexual commodities to be
bought, sold and traded. But
within a feminist context, nudity and sex can be reclaimed
to enunciate an active female
sexuality and pose a challenge to the female body's
passive object status. In this
arena, pornography becomes
a significant, highly-charged
tool for exploring female
sexuality and the politics of
representation.
As a former porn star and
prostitute, as well as a continuing sexual explorer, photographer, videomaker, and
performance artist, no one
straddles the schismbetween
pornography and art as effectively as Annie Sprinkle.
Brandishing a sense ofsexual
potency usually accorded only
to men, Sprinkle repossesses
the female body, inserting a
female subjectivity into the
canon of representation.
Sprinkle firstventuredinto
the art realm with "Deep Inside Porn Stars," which replicated a round table rap session of sex industry professionals, at the New York performance space Franklin
Furnace in 1984. The followingyear she was "discovered"
at a 42nd Street porn theater
by director/professor/scholar
Richard Schechner, who was
showing his New York University Performance Studies
class "non-traditional" performance not generally considered to be performance.
Taken with her alienating
stance toward burlesque,
Schechner invited her to participate in his production,
"The Prometheus Project,"
where she performed her
Nurse Sprinkle routine, including pie charts and graphs
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dition pioneered by artists
such as Eleanor Antin and
Linda Montano (the artist
who has perhaps influenced
her most), the tale Sprinkle
tells in so many variations is
essentially Woman's relationship to sex, her body, and
personal identity.
Transforming or performing autobiography in ways
that transcend race, gender
and age boundaries, rendering it nothing more than hishe sees, or how he feels. This torical fiction or fantasy has
automatically distances the longbeen a part ofthe articuaction from its own sexual lation of female subjectivity.
possibilities — making it With Antin, who spent a
antiporn or a send-up of porn. month in 1980 living in New
Ironic both in stance and York as "Eleanora Antinova"
presentation, Sprinkle's pro- the celebrated Black balleductions do tend to satirize rina from the Ballets Russes,
"traditional" pornography while she performed "Recoland question its current defi- lections of My Life With
nitions. Using pornographic Diaghilev," and Montano,
language to hamstring male- who created life perfororiented and dominated por- mances around "nurse" and
nographic conventions, "Salvation Army Bell Ringer"
Sprinkle's subject is always figures, Sprinkle shares a dethe acknowledgment and ar- termination for constructing
ticulation of female sexual- alternative versions of "self."
ity and subjectivity, under"Ellen/Annie,1' performed in
cutting the manner in which both "Annie Sprinkle, Post
male desire has, for centu- Porn Modernist" and its reries, constructed females and prise, "Post, Post Porn Modfemale sexuality as passive, ernist," juxtaposes photoavailable, yielding. Grounded graphs of "pre-Annie" Ellen
in the feminist, autobio- Steinberg, a shy, Jewish girl
graphical performance tra- from the suburbs, with the

Sprinkle's productions...
tend to satirize "traditional"
pornography and question
its current definitions
illustrating why she chose a
career in the sex industry
and a striptease sex ed class
where she asked the audience to examine her labia
with a flashlight and describe
its texture and color.
This is a distancing technique I've seen Sprinkle use
often, and it is one of her
most effective, indeed
Brechtian, tools for inverting
the iconography of porn, forcing the usually passive pornography spectator to confront and perhaps reevaluate his own position in the
patriarchal active/passive
system of watching and being watched. In a paper about
this performance, Schechner
wrote, "At each increment of
sexual opportunity, Sprinkle
interviews the spectator asking him [sic] to describe what
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Coming." She runs spiritual
sex workshops and seminars,
is a porn photographer and
regularly contributes to sex
mags such as Adam. The
story of her life in porn and
art is told through photos
and narrative in the book,
Annie Sprinkle Post Porn
Modernist.
Through all of her pieces,
Sprinkle works to conflate
the chasm between the "good"
girls and the "bad," showing
that the slut and the goddess
(madonna/whore) are one
and the same. Ultimately she
What these segments, along points the way to a new, femiwith other vignettes such as nist, erotic spectacle that en"Before and After: The Trans- courages women to discover
formation Salon" (depicting and explore their sexuality
sex industry workers and or- in whatever form it takes.
dinary women before and afIn doing this there is no
ter they've been made up to question that as a performer,
looklike sexy centerfolds) and Sprinkle skates close to
the slut/Goddess and fetish obscenity's edge, something
clothing segments of her new thathas made even some provideo, "The Sluts and God- pornography feminists very
desses Video Workshop or uncomfortable. In her two
How To Be a Sex Goddess in stage productions I have seen
101 Easy Steps, "have in com- —"Annie Sprinkle Post Porn
mon is active encouragement Modernist" and "Post, Post
for women to examine their Porn Modernist" — she has
many-faceted sexualities. douched, masturbated, dis"You can change your con- played her cervix, fellated
sciousness by changing your dildoes, juggled her breasts,
clothes," Sprinkle says in and posed for "tits on your
"Sluts and Goddesses."
head" photos with any audiWriting in her 1979 essay, ence member willing to pay
"Feminism, Moralism and five dollars. Sprinkle would
Pornography," Ellen Willis be the first to affirm that her
stated, "A woman who enjoys performances derive directly
pornography (even if that from pornography, and that,
means enjoying a rape fan- at least on certain levels, she
tasy) is in a sense a rebel, has more in common with
insisting on an aspect of her the sex industry than the art
sexuality that has been de- world. I am particularly unfined as a male preserve."
comfortable with her "tits on
Sprinkle is such a rebel. In the head" photos, an act she
addition to her two stage pro- unabashedly describes as
ductions, since leaping into "prostitution," as this is the
the art world, Sprinkle has least ironic, and actually
produced four films/videos— serves to reinforce the ex"Deep
Inside
Annie ploitation of the female body
Sprinkle;" "Linda, Les, and that the rest ofher show seeks
Annie: The First Female To to dismantle.
Male Transsexual Love
But the bulk of the short
Story;" and "Rites ofPassion," pieces making up her shows
about her introduction to and video remain very politiTantric sex. She has also ap- cal and affirming in their celpeared as herself in Monika ebration and examination of
Treut's film, "My Father Is female sexuality. In "Public

wild Queen of Kink. Slide
after slide of retiring wallflower set against blatant exhibitionist illustrates a desire to stretch the limits of
identity and a refusal to be
bound by cultural stereotypes. Similarly, "Annie/
Anya" details, again through
slides, Annie's transition
away from raunchy sex. Created for "Post, Post Porn Modernist," "Anya" reveals a new,
less risque, butequallysexual
identity that speaks to
Sprinkle's evolving interest
in the spiritual side of sex.

Sprinkle
works to
conflate
the chasm
between
the "food'
girls and
the "bad"

"You can change
your consciousness by changing
your clothes,"
Sprinkle (right)
says in ''Sluts and
Goddesses."
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Cervix Announcement"
Sprinkle shows diagrams of
the female reproductive system. Then, spreading open
her vagina with a speculum,
Sprinkle invites the audience
to inspect her with a flashlight and comment on what
they see. This is not just
sexual spectacle, nor mere
peep show. By inviting people
to peer into her vaginal canal, Sprinkle not only comments
on
society's
fetishization of female genitalia, she demystifies one of
the oldest icons in Western
art and literature — the vagina denta, a dark, mysterious, potentially dangerous
region. Passing out flashlights to curious spectators
and making them comment
on what they see, Sprinkle
quite literally "enlightens"
the crowd about the mysteries within.

"Annie Sprinkle Post Porn
Modernist" and the second in
1992 after the release of
"Sluts and Goddesses."
You chose your "Annie
Sprinkle" alias at 18?
Actually 19. By 181 was into
prostitution and 191 was into
pornography. The character
was just because I didn't like
Ellen at all. I was working in
a massage parlor, and I
needed a name. The manager said, why not Annie? So
I said o.k.. You used to change
your name all the time, but
somehow Annie stuck.
Sprinkle was after I did a
couple of movies. There were
a couple I did as "Annie
Sands," because I figured it
was from the desert; I liked
the beach. Then it still wasn't
right. Ihadtothinkofa name
because I did a movie, and
they wanted to give me the
credit. Sprinkle just popped
into my head. I always say
that God gave it to me. I always liked "Sprinkle" because it's confetti to me, and
I like the relationship to sex.
Wet, wetness, all the types of
wet. And, of course, as I got
into porn, I was the girl who'd
do anything. I'd do some
golden showers scenes. Everyone assumed I picked the
name because of that, but
that wasn't true.

In "Sluts and Goddesses"
Sprinkle takes this a step
further in a way that she
probably cannot in a live performance: Framing an
assistant's vagina in extreme
close-up, Sprinkle advises her
to lovingly explore it, to relish its texture, taste and
smells, thus dismantling
what our society, through a
campaign of flavored
douches, feminine washes
and deodorant tampons has
constructed as unclean. "Your
pussy is your friend," How much of your perforSprinkle counsels video view- mance material is drawn
ers.
from your own life?
Although when I've inter- All of it is. Being raised in the
viewed Sprinkle in the past suburbs, for women in our
she has been more than open society, sex is such a big seabout her early years as a cret horrible thing. I was reporn star, these days she's ally scared of it. I was never
more reluctant, countering sexually abused or anything
probing questions with "I did horrible, but that was just
the book so I wouldn't have to fear I had. After I lost my
virginity and found out that
tell stories of the past."
She is, however, always it wasn't so bad, I became
more than willing to discuss really curious and wanted to
her thoughts on sex, art, por- know everything there was
nography and her current to know about sex. I never
projects. What follows are thought I'd be onstage as an
excerpts from two separate actress doing a one-woman
interviews—the first in 1990, show, a performance artist. I
when she was performing just thought I'd be a porn star.
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On certain
levels, she
has more
in common
with the
sexindustry than
the art
world
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What role do humor and
parody play in your performances?
I'm not really interested in
being erotic. I'm not trying to
turn these people on at all. I
worked for years turning
people on. Now, I'm not interested in that, artistically.
That's the goal of porno movies, the goal of stripping, the
goal of writing stories for sex
magazines. Now, I'm more
interested in looking at sex
in all the other ways it can be
looked at.
I think that humor helps
ease the pain at looking at
sexuality. It's not easy for
people. Sometimes people get
upset or freaked out. The
humor makes it easier to
take; makes the medicine
easier to swallow. I don't really like upsetting people. I
don't want to provoke people
to be angry. I didn't want
to be on the 700 Club as
"There's the devil." I don't
want to pick a fight. But then,
I can't be stifled.
Do you think you're objectifying yourself by
performing this kind of
material?
I don't know if I'm turning
myself into an object. I'm focusing on one aspect of myself. My sexual and spiritual
side, which is right now my
interest in terms of my work.
For example, if you have a
magazine that's about hairdos, you,focus on the hairdo.
Ifyou have a magazine that's
about cooking, you focus on
the recipe. All those feminists are so uptight: "Sex
magazines don't give the
whole picture, the whole
woman. They don't tell about
the person." Why should
they? We're talking about sex
here. We're looking at bodies, we're looking at curves,
we're looking at breasts, we're
looking at sex. In terms ofmy
show, I think I'm trying to
give lots ofdifferent thoughts
and different aspects of my
own sexuality. What's wrong
26

with being exciting? What's
wrong with desire?
"Post Porn Modernist"
has shown up in the titles
of both your stage shows.
What does it mean?
It implies something after
regular porn; it implies something artistic. To me, it's the
genre of sexually explicit performance of materials that
are more feminist, intellectual, more creative, more artistic than regular porn, but
still has sexually explicit
things to look at. It's about
sex. It's very difficult to do
anything that's really about
sex that has no sex in it. Sex
is an issue for everyone,
whether they're celibate, or
promiscuous. It's very
underexplored. My job in life
is to explore it and make
things about what I find.
I've noticed that your performances have started
to gravitate toward more
spiritual subject matter,
away from the raunchy,
transgressive sex you focused on in your past performances. Why are you interested in spiritual sex?
It's a new fetish. The more
I've learned about sex, the
more I find how much we can
learn. We're reallyjust in kindergarten when it comes to
sex. There's much higher levels and more spiritual levels
to sex than most of us know.
Slowly, I've been learning

more about these and I find it
deeply fulfilling and satisfying to have that kind of sex.
It's my favorite subj ect to talk
about actually. More sacred
sex, more spiritual sex, more
healing sex. When you're
cooking you can make basic
meals, you learn certain
skills, but after a while, you
want to learn gourmet cooking, so you go take a class,
you practice and get more
experimental. I'm at that
point where I'm learning
more about gourmet sex.
What's involved in spiritual sex?
Basically with spiritual sex
you need a lot more time to
get to the higher states. It's
lifelong training; everything
you do is toward that. For
example, exercise. I go swimming, and it's with the awareness that this keeps my
sexual energy up. Or I try to
eat a certain way, as best I
can, knowing that that effects my sexual energy. It's
constantly keeping the energy up and flowing. At a
certain point you find a partner or a group, or even alone.
I would prepare everything
very beautifully, take the
phone off the hook, lock the
door, take 10-12 hours to do
this. To get to those really
altered states you have to go
very slowly and keep building and building and building. You have to go into total
relaxation, into really emp-

I'm not really interested
in being erotic...of trying to
turn people on. I'm more
interested in looking
at sex in all the other ways
it can be looked at

tying, going into nothingness,
and really combining your
energy with your partner or
partners, or elements like the
city, the country, the sky, the
earth. You go past your body,
you become spiritual. You use
your body, and you use your
sexuality to go beyond your
body. It becomes a kind of
transcendental, mystical,
cosmic, ecstatic, blissful, (I
hate to use the word religious), deeply connected to
the oneness of everything
type feeling. Anyone can do
it, and it's not the only way.
People get to that state in
many different ways.
If people were interested
in learning how to do this,
how would they start?
By taking some workshops,
Tantric or Taoist. There are
techniques. Tantra is a science, if you do a certain type
of breathing with a partner,
it's going to cause a certain
effect: If you lay with their
toes on your third eye and
your toes on their third eye,
and you lay in that position
for a half an hour, and imagine a circle of energy going
around, you're going to get a
certain feeling. With that
kind of thing you're dealing
more with subtle energies.
I'm finding that's where I'm
at because I've been dealing
more with the physical and
the more wild, frenetic kind
of energy. These more spiritual states are quite often a
more subtle, meditative use
of the sexual energy.
The culminating scene of
both "Annie Sprinkle Post
Porn Modernist" and
"Post, Post Porn Modernist" is a sampling of spiritual sex. You wear a sheer
ceremonial robe; you light
candles for your friends
who have died of AIDS;
and then you start deep
breathing and masturbation. The audience shakes
handmade rattles they've
been given and actually
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cheer you on to orgasm.
What is happening to you
as you perform? Do you
actually achieve orgasm?
Do you go into a trance?
On a good day, not always.
But I definitely go into an
altered state, I definitely
change where I'm at.
That scene's kind of amazing because I've felt such a
wide variety of things. I've
done that ritual, and I've felt
silly and embarrassed, and
I've done it and felt like the
most powerful woman on
earth. I've done it where I've
had incredible clitoral orgasms, and I've done it where
I haven't felt anything in my
clit, and I've felt everything
in my head, in my third eye,
or everything in my heart.
It's a total experiment. I know
also for the audience, it's a
kind of mirror, and it makes
them feel a huge array of
emotions. Some might be totally uncomfortable and embarrassed and freaked out,
and some might feel ecstatic.
Some women have sponta-

neous orgasms, and they How do the spaces you percome back and they're vibrat- form in, for example, porn
ing with energy, and they theater, performance space,
don't know what happened or off-Broadway house, efto them. It's always differ- fect or change your perforent. Sometimes the energy's mance?
not there, and I've learned Each theater attracts a difhow to accept that. It could ferent kind of person. My best
have to do with the audience. audience is the very hip, sexuIt could have to do with my ally sophisticated crowd:
sleep, my energy, my exer- Hookers, gays, lesbians,
cising, with the fear of the people who deal with their
audience or the judgment of sexuality a lot. I was just in
the audience, or the amount Toronto, C anada at a gay and
ofthe sexual energy that they lesbian theater, and I said I
have or how much they shake didn't want any mainstream
rattles. I evoke Tantric spir- publicity because they always
its and spirits of friends sensationalize everything. I
who've died of AIDS, and it just got underground press,
could have to do with that. It so only the hippest of the hip
could have to do with the came, and it was the best,
position of the planets; it most satisfying audience.
could have to do with someWhereas, in England there
thing that's going to happen was a conference on censorin the future or something ship, and one night the whole
that happened 1,000 years conference came to see me.
ago. It sounds weird, but ba- That was perhaps the worst
sically what happens is I go audience. They just sat there
into kind of a primal, primi- judging me. One woman in
tive, animalistic state, and I the conference stood up and
become a blob of primordial said the next day, "Well, I
flesh — on a good day.
really felt battered by your

performance." Ijust burst out
crying. Just the thought that
this woman was sitting in
the audience feeling battered
by me was unbearable. Here
I am giving everything I've
got out of love, out of wanting
to help and make people feel
better, and this woman says
she feels battered.
Someone couldfeelbattered
if, say, they're really antipom,
antiprostitution or sex-negative or scared of sex or even if
they're sexually sophisticated, but religious. What
they come in [to the performance] with is going to affect
everything.
Now that performance
artist Linda Montano has
baptized you an artist,
and you work primarily
in the art world, do you in
any way regret your past
or see it as something that
needs to be forgotten or
atoned for?
No. Definitely not. I see it as
an evolution — what was
good for me then, is not good
27
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for me now, and what's good
for me now wouldn't have
been, I wouldn't have been
ready for then.
In Seattle, I was at the Center for Contemporary Art,
and it was right next door to
a porn peep show place. Everydaylwalkedbyl thought,
I'm so glad I'm going into the
building that's the art space,
than the building that's the
peep show. I feel like art is
the one place where I'm much
more understood. Now, when
I was 19,1 would have rather
gone into the peep show place.
I would have found it more
interesting and found the art
space too intimidating, I
needed to go into the peep
show place for many years. It
was good for me. But at a
certain point, it stopped being good for me, and I was
just really happy that I didn't
have to go in there. I just
couldn't deal with playing
that role that I was being
paid to play.
But in many ways, graduating into the art world
and making performances and videos about
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sex, you have become even
more of a target in the
conservative art war than
when you performed sex
acts on stage. California
Representative Dana
Rohrbacher (R-Orange
County) once circulated
a "Dear Colleague" letter
through Congress questioning the use of tax dollars for obscene art, and
the American Family Association bought two fullpage ads in USA Today
protesting your "Post
Porn Modernist" show as
the last straw in the public funds for art battle,
even though you were
never awarded NEA or
New York State Council
on the Arts (NYSCA)
money.
In pornography and prostitution there was just as much
censorship and risk of arrest.
Every day I went to work at
the whorehouse, I could have
been arrested for doing my
job, a very needed, very important job.
In Cleveland, I worked in
this place called the New Era
Burlesque. Of all the places

in the whole country, that tute on the street, in my mind.
was the raunchiest, I was It's a fact of life. I object that
totally wild. This place, there I can be arrested if I give a
were police there watching, I blow job. I object to that, but
mean it was protective. They that's a fact, and I'm working
paid off the police or what- on changing that. It's the
ever they did so they were same thing in art. If I go to a
certain city and police come
saved.
Butthenwhenlwenttothe and say I can't do something,
Cleveland Performance Art I can't do it. I'm not going to
Festival, there were police jump up and down and say,
who came to tell me what I "Wait, I'm an artist; I'm above
could and couldn't do. They this." For me, that feels like
wouldn't allow me to put my snobbery. I've just been dealtits on people's heads, which ing with it for 20 years and
censorship is a daily occurI do at intermission.
rence. There's a pendulum
between
censorship and freeThey also objected to the
dom
that
swings back and
speculum that you use in
forth,
and
you've got to ride
"Public Cervix Announceit.
So
I
take
my freedoms,
ment?"
and when I go a little too far,
Yes. I wasn't allowed to [inaccording to some other
sert the speculum and ask
people, they take some away.
the audience to view her cerI step back a little bit, and
vix]. In fact, I wasn't allowed
then try it again. I'm always
to take off my underwear.
taking more and more freeI don't mind. I'm used to dom and progressing along.
this. It's weird that people in However, there are other
art are so appalled. Artists people in the world who think
think they're above censor- differently than I do, but
ship. Jesus, that's not fair. that's just life. I have to deal
Just because you're more ar- with other people and their
tistically inclined, doesn't thoughts and ideas. I think
mean you should have any that they have a right to
more freedom than a prosti-
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theirs just as I have a right to
mine.
Don't you have the right
to perform your show unaltered, though?
That's like saying if you're a
streetwalker, can't you sue
the government for arresting you. The fact is, putting
my tits on people's heads for
a polaroid photo is an act of
prostitution. They're paying
five dollars. I don't say this,
but that's what it is. I'm selling my body. It's a lot of fun,
and people get a big kick out
of it, and they think it feels
good. If the police come and
say, you can't do that there
(although I think that's ridiculous and absurd), the fact
is the police have the guns,
they have the jail cells, and
they have the power to stop
me from doing that. I've been
in jail. It's scary. I don't want
to do it again.
Some people refuse to see
past your background
and take you seriously as
an artist. How do you respond?
I know Karen [Finley] is really mad at me that I don't
see myself as more of an artist. I still see myself as more
of a prostitute than an artist.
I'm very aligned with the
problems and the values of
prostitution. I very much feel
connected with that, much
more than I do feeling like an
artist that shouldn't be censored. I'm also more in line
with being a pornographer
than an artist. I make sexually explicit materials that
some people would consider
pornography. I think it's a
work of art. My new video
["The Sluts and Goddesses
Video Workshop or How To
Be A Sex Goddess In 101
Easy Steps"] is definitely a
work of art. It probably
wouldn't sell to your usual
porn fan. They wouldn't get
it; they wouldn't like it. My
audience is an art audience.
However, I feel like I am more
ON THE ISSUES FALL 1992

Some might be totally
uncomfortable and embarrassed and freaked out. and
some might feel ecstatic
concerned with the censorship of pornography than the
censorship of art.
How do you answer
antiporn feminists like
Andrea Dworkin who say
that pornography is only
about violence toward
women and promotes
women's subjugation?
I'm glad that there are Andrea Dworkins. She's out
there, and she's addressing
the violence and the pain and
the suffering and the exploitation ofwomen, and I think that
there is all that. There's a lot of
violence toward women; there's
a lot of exploitation.
I, on the other hand, am
talking about all the pleasure that you're missing out
on; I want women to love
their bodies more and enjoy
their sexuality more. I want
to talk about pleasure, where
she's talking about pain. I
don't think that censorship
is the answer, but they do, so
I have to try and look at things
through their eyes. If you've
been raped and abused and
hate men and hate sex, you're
going to have a different perspective than if you've had
that kind of cosmic ecstasy
and spiritual oneness
through sexuality. I've never
been raped; I've had lots of
ecstatic pleasure; I've had lots
of lousy, horrible sexual experiences, which I talk about
in the "100 Blowjobs" scene,
but I just see the world differently than them. I'd love to
get together with them and
have a little chat. (Performed in both "Annie
Sprinkle Post Porn Modernist" and "Post, Post Porn

all your life. But that's why I
think it's important that
there are all kinds of people.
Someone's got to work in the
rape crisis center. Someone's
got to talk about the pain and
exploitation and abuse. And
I think someone has to talk
about the pleasure and the
ecstasy. We're a pleasure
negative society.

Modernist," in "100 Blowjobs,"
Sprinkle addresses the seamy How have your attitudes
side of the sex industry. As toward sex changed over
Sprinkle ardently sucks as- the years?
sorted dildos mounted on a I talk about in performance
board, this segment is over- how when my lovers started
laid with a sound montage of dying [ofAIDS], at first there
pleasured moans and grunts was a lot of fear about death.
accompanied by screams and But I learned a lot about sex
caustic shouts of "Bitch!" because of AIDS. It's more
"Whore!" The more the un- about the whole body —
seen men complain, the louder heart, mind, spirit, energy.
they shout, the faster Sprinkle It's more about using enlicks and sucks until she seems ergy and not so much about
drained of energy.)
the cock and the pussy,
I did meet one woman who which is what everyone
was in Women Against Por- thinks sex is. So definitely
nography. She used to give I would say because of
slide shows about how bad AIDS I learned a whole lot
pornography was. I met her more about sex. In terms
at a funeral, and we got to of sex, it's been a gift.
talking and she came over to
AIDS has also given me a
my house, we sipped tea, and certain kind of urgency. In
I put a tape recorder on and terms of sex being loving and
we had a chat. We spent an beautiful and wonderful, it's
evening together talking, suddenly become dangerous,
comparingnotes. She'd never life threatening; and homet anybody in pornography mosexuality has become
before. It was so clear that I this horrible, plague-prowas so much happier and ducing thing. My job seems
more together than she was. more important. There
She was living with her seems to be more of an urmother; she had no love life; gency to keep reminding
she hadn't had sex in four people that sex is good for
years; she didn't have a job; you, that sex can be a very
she was full of rage and an- positive, healthy, important
ger and hate; and she was thing. Ifs not our sexuality that
really physically ill. She causes AIDS; it's a virus, and we
caught me on a good day. I have to really separate the two.
was happy, I had a nice apartI have nothing against celiment. I'd been having good bacy or abstinence if that's
sex, and everything seemed what you choose. It's why you
great in my life in compari- are choosing it is the quesson. It was interesting for tion. If you're suppressing
both of us to see that. She sexual feelings because you're
worked in rape crisis centers afraid of AIDS, then that's
all her life. I think that's a not going to be healthy.
•
very important job, but you're
going to get a certain per- Norine Dworkin
is a
spective of sex and men ifyou freelance writer living in
work in a rape crisis center New York City.
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LETS MAKE RAPE
AN ELECTION ISSUE
WHILE THE ABORTION CONTROVERSY
HAS BEEN PITCHED INTO PRESIDENTIAL
POLITICKING, RAPE IS STILL A
CAMPAIGNER'S NO-NO
BY JOHN STOLTENBERG

IN 1988MLCHAELDUKAKIS,THENDEMOCRATICCANDIDATEFOR
PRESIDENT, BLUNDERED INTO HIS THIRD TELEVISED DEBATE
AGAINST REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE GEORGE BUSH WHEN ASKED:
" I F KITTY DUKAKIS WERE RAPED AND MURDERED, WOULD YOU
FAVOR AN IRREVOCABLE DEATH PENALTY FOR THE KILLER?"
DUKAKIS GAVE A RAMBLING AND IRRELEVANT REPLY — ABOUT
THE CRIME RATE IN MASSACHUSETTS AND "THE AVALANCHE OF
DRUGS THAT'S POURING INTO THE COUNTRY." THIS DUMBFOUNDING DISPLAY OF INSENSITIVITY DEMOLISHED FOREVER
HIS DWINDLING CHANCES FOR THE PRESIDENCY. AROUND THE
SAME TIME, THE BUSH CAMPAIGN WAS AIRING A TV SPOT
FEATURING ONE WILLIE HORTON, A BLACK MAN CONVICTED FOR
RAPE WHO HAD BEEN FURLOUGHED FROM A MASSACHUSETTS
PRISON ONLY TO RAPE AGAIN. IT WAS AN INFLAMMATORY
COMMERCIAL THAT MAY HAVE HELPED BOOST BUSH TO VICTORY.
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To my knowledge, these are the only
times the issue of rape was broached in
the last presidential campaign.
This fall, political candidates of all
stripes will again be slugging it out
across the country, seeing who can speak
most worthily to people's troubles and
fears, people's longing for security and
a better life. And likely as not, all their
electioneering will again not address
our national epidemic of rape.
Rape is difficult to quantify because
the crime is notoriously underreported.
According to a government-financed
survey released by the National Victim
Center in April, a criminal rape happened to 78 women in the U.S. every j
hour of 1990. Perhaps more to the point,
almost every woman lives with the terror that a rape could sometime happen
to her. There are significant odds that it
already has. Research by sociologist
Diana E.H. Russell based on face-toface interviews with 930 women residents of San Francisco — selected at
random from a scientific probability
sample of households — found that 44
percent had suffered a criminal rape or
an attempted rape at least once in their

Imagine candidates stumping for public office debating how best to stop rape.
Imagine them inspiring us with new
ideas and new programs to eliminate
crimes of sexual violence completely.
lifetime. The National Victim Center Imagine them promising bold and instudy — which did not tabulate rape novative leadership to set a national
attempts — found that 13 percent of priority for the next four years to
U.S. women have been criminally raped "denormalize" rape, refuting myths
at least once in their lifetime. Extrapo- about rape through all the mass media,
lating from both studies, there is a rape- educating young people about personal
survivor population in the U.S. of some- rights and bodily integrity throughout
where between 12 million and 41 mil- the public school system, creating a
national climate of opinion in which
lion living Americans.
Rape is a crisis of national security, if ending rape matters — because it gets
anything is. For any presidential candi- talked about and cared about and people
date who is concerned with the safety of take it seriously. Even among groups of
all the folks who live here, rape would men there would emerge a new kind of
seem to be a problem that desperately peer pressure, discouraging rape rather
needs solving. Living in fear of forced than encouraging it, labeling coercive
and violent sex is much like living in a sex as one of the most not-cool things a
state of siege in occupied territory, yet guy can do. Imagine a candidate declarcandidates declare about defending this ing on national TV, "As President, I will
country's interests against foreign ag- commit the resources of my adminisgressors. Why doesn't local, homegrown, tration to making the United States a
day-in-and-day-out sexual violence rape-free zone."
against women make it even to the botSounds utterly farfetched, but why?
tom of their list of major social-policy — why isn't stopping rape an election
questions?
issue?
N.O.W. Gender Discrimination
Demonstration mocks Sports Illustrated swimsuit issue with "Miss
Sports Ill-Lust-Raided, 1992.
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There used to be a National
agers and a huge share of the
Center for Prevention and Conelectorate as a "special intertrol of Rape. There isn't anyest" issue, a pejorative by defimore. In 1986, because of the
nition
because it affects mainly
MOST WOMEN
Reagan administration's budwomen. So the trick for the camget cuts, this federal agency
paigner is to give the appearwas absorbed into another, the
GET THROUGH EACH
ance of concern for women's
antisocial-and-violent-behavior
interests — childcare, for inbranch of the National InstiDAY BY BLOCKING OUT stance —while reassuring men
tute for Mental Health.
that all their gender-class inThere used to be a National
terests will still be served.
Clearinghouse on Rape. There
CONSCIOUSNESS
Answer #3: To be soft on rape
isn't anymore. In 1986, it was
is to be soft on war. Rape is a
quietly defunded.
significant motivating force in
ABOUT SEXUAL
These offices were not closed
military strategy. Uncle Sam
because the U.S. rape rate —
needs to keep man's tastes for
which is the highest of any
VIOLENCE
rape alive — in order to forge
Western nation—had suddenly
unified combat platoons across
plummeted. The FBI's acknowlracial and class animosities to
edged rate of criminal rapes in 1990 more important than sexual freedom get out there and blow the heads off "the
increased 12 percent since 1986 and 24 (49 percent). Notwithstanding Time's enemy."
percent since 1981. Between 1990 and own data, the accompanying story
Military-supported brothels have long
'91 that rate rose 59 percent. So why (cheeringly titled "Onward, Women") been a fixture of U.S. bases around the
isn't rape an election issue? I believe did not mention the word rape once.
world, with virtually every PX profferthere are real answers to that question
Today, while the abortion controversy ing an ample line of pornography as
— a series of interlocking explanations has been pitched into presidential poli- well. The bodies of uncounted indigthat, taken as a whole, signal a deep ticking, rape is still a campaigner's no- enous women, garrisoned and variously
and disturbing truth about this coun- no. The prochoice side has generally impaled in the service of our far-flung
try.
tried to keep these two highly-charged armed forces, have borne silent witness
Answer #1:A lot of women don't like to issues — reproductive freedom and to Nietzsche's dictum that "man should
think about rape. As a strategy for sur- sexual violence — pristinely separate. be trained for war, and woman for the
vival, most women get through each But that sleight ofhand may prove to be recreation of the warrior."
day by blocking out consciousness about a serious strategic mistake. A woman's
Throughout the course of the mudsexual violence. Ignorance gives the il- right to control her own body once she's and-trenches Vietnam war, a training
lusion of strength, and denial is like a pregnant is a rather moot abstraction refrain from boot camp was widely redrug. For any candidate, this is an for those whose bodies are already im- ported: "This is my weapon, this is my
pregnated through forced sex. If gun [the man points to his crotch]; this
applecart of delusion not to upset.
For a while, Dukakis' campaign man- prochoice advocates were more candid one's for killing, this one's for fun." Durager was Susan Estrich, an expert on about the social reality of forced sex, ing the high-tech Persian Gulf war, this
rape. A tenured Harvard Law School they might persuade women on the chant reverberated as news slipped past
professor, Estrich had argued in her antiabortion side to reexamine their military censors that pilots on the air1987 book, Real Rape, that the law forced-pregnancy position. Moreover, if craft carrier USS John F. Kennedy had
must respond not only to aggravated prochoice advocates were more honest watched pornographic movies before flyrape (by a stranger, for instance), but about the relationship between forced ing bombing missions. The pedagogy
also to "simple rape" (as when a woman sex and forced pregnancy, they might was all too familiar: Inciting men's agis victimized by a friend or acquain- successfully put pressure on both major gression and training men to view "the
tance). Whatever Estrich did or did not parties' platforms to acknowledge other" as the enemy through sexualized
argue once she joined the Dukakis cam- women's body rights without equivoca- hate and fear.
paign, on the subject of rape Dukakis tion. So long as presidential candidates
Electoral politics do not disrupt the
think women voters can be counted on status quo of militarism, and they therekept mum.
There is evidence, however, that to keep silent about their human right fore do not disrupt the status quo of
women in the electorate are becoming not to be raped, the candidates can rape.
Answer #4: Rape sells, so rape pays.
more inclined to acknowledge their con- pretend to speak to women as full citizens
—
and
really
only
address
men.
You
won't find the prorape lobby in any
cerns about rape. For its cover story
Answer #2: A lot of men don't want to Washington, D.C. office. But you will
"Women Face the '90s," Time magazine
polled 1,000 women about which issues hear about rape. As things stand now, a find them marketing prorape scenarios
concerned them most. Rape ranked third candidate for elected office probably in film and video pornograpy and de(88 percent of the women said the issue could not talk forthrightly about rape fending their prorape propaganda in
was important to them), just below equal without alienating enormous numbers "civil liberties" circles. Some donate genpay (94 percent) and daycare (90 per- of men — and that's not just because erously to campaign war chests. It's the
cent) —somewhat more important than rapists, too, vote. Violence against classic American combination of free
abortion (74 percent) and considerably women is perceived by campaign man- speech and free enterprise, and no canON THE ISSUES FALL 1992
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lence prosecutable as gendidate for office wants to catch
der-bias crimes. Beef up sexflak from this powerful contincrimes prosecutorial staffs.
gent. Consider, for instance, the
•Speak out against the porwoes of nomination contender
ARE WE LEFT TO
nography industry as a purAlbert Gore when his wife, Tipveyor of prorape propaganda.
per, suggested a link between
CONCLUDE THAT WE
Does pornography "cause"
sexual violence and pornorape? From a purely scientific
graphic media: The music press
point of view, causality is no
especially treated her like a
more or less than increased
prudish cartoon.
probability. Some rapes are
To really stand up forcefully to
perpetrated that might not
the prorape lobby, a politician
have
been committed without
would need to be unusually highthe
influence
of pornography.
minded — and have unusually
Just
because
we can't be cerdeep pockets.
tain which rapes and which
Answer #5: There's a widepornography does not mean
spread belief that you can't rethere is no link. Sociologist
ally do anything to end rape:
Russell, reviewing the exten"Some men will inevitably rape.
sive clinical and psychological evidence,
It's probably men's nature — who lence against women is wrong."
points out that pornography "intensiknows? Rape — like death and taxes —
Fine words well spoken—but without
fies the predisposition" of some men to
will always be with us. The best that any perceptible follow-through.
rape (and various researchers have
can be hoped is a few legal reforms,
Could a campaigning presidential canfound that 25 to 60 percent of collegemore humane treatment for victims, didate make specific policy proposals
age males are already so predisposed,
and—if you're a woman—dumb luck." about ending rape — and then actually
by their own admission). Russell also
This profoundly nihilistic view is tacitly achieve them if elected? I believe so. And
points out that pornography "undershared across most of the political spec- I have several concrete ideas about where
mines some men's internal inhibitions
trum from left to right. A candidate for to begin.
against acting out their rape desires."
political office won't articulate a vision
• Rally the private sector. Provide presi- As Russell observes, in response to those
of basic change if people don't believe in dential leadership to enlist corporations,
who say there is no causality in all the
the possibility of basic change. And vice the Advertising Council, and print and
available evidence, "If researchers had
versa: People don't believe in the possi- broadcast media to mount a massive
insisted on being able to ascertain why
bility of basic change in part because public-information campaign to refute
Mr. X died from lung cancer after 20
their leaders do not want them to.
myths about rape and to encourage years of smoking but Mr. Y did not
If this deafening silence continues to rape reporting. If you need to cost- before being willing to warn the public
surround sexual violence against justify it, tally medical expenses and that smoking causes lung cancer, there
women, are we as a nation left to con- productivity losses due to sexual vio- would have been a lot more deaths from
clude that we have both the leaders and lence. Many good antirape media lung cancer." Much pornography is acmaterials already exist. Find them, tually a documentary of coercion and
the rape rate we deserve?
improve them if necessary, and — sexual abuse, and some rape-crisis cenI fervently hope not.
President George Bush, on his way to with clear-cut White House support ters report more and more rapes involva 1989 speech before the American As- — roll them out nationally.
ing videotaping by perpetrators. So forsociation of University Women, hap•Promote sex education in public get the profamily moralizing, Mr. Canpened to spend some time talking with schools — seriously. Call for the devel- didate. Speak to the real issue of huwomen in a runaway shelter in New opment and funding of comprehensive man harm: Pornography that promotes
York City. Hearing of the brutality of curricula that teach not just the facts of rape is wrong. Pornography that is made
their experiences reportedly so moved life, not just information about safer from rape is wrong.
him that later in his speech he made sex, but also the meaning of informed
this special (and, for a male politician, consent, together with personal selfThen, when you're in office, commisquite atypical) point:
esteem values and sexual communica- sion a Justice Department task force to
"I am angered and disgusted by the tion skills.
eventually replace our useless hodgecrimes against American women and
•Make rape a crime someone gets con- podge of obscenity laws with legislation
the archaic and unacceptable attitudes victed for. Promise to get tough with that would allow victims of pornograthat all too frequently contribute to institutions receiving federal funding; phy to sue for violations of their civil
those crimes.... Fundamentally, violence hold them accountable. Vow to withhold rights. Commit your administration to
against women won't subside unless federal monies from colleges if they do confront pornography as a civil-rights
public attitudes change. We must con- not turn campus rape complaints over issue — and take the profit motive out
tinue to educate police and prosecutors, to law-enforcement agencies, and if they of rape.
•
judges and juries, and we must engen- do not implement meaningful rapeder a climate where the message our prevention education. Use your in- John Stoltenberg is the author o/'Refuschildren get from television and films, fluence to urge Congress to make ing to Be a Man: Essays on Sex and
from schools and parents, is that vio- rape and other forms of sexual vio- Justice (Penguin USA/Meridian).

HAVE BOTH THE

LEADERS AND THE
RAPE RATE W E
DESERVE?
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Three authors make thoughtful appraisals of what the future holds for the
former Soviet Union, its satellites and
the rest of us —with surprising findings
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Suffer
the Little
Children
Mothers
A heavy cost is
being exacted
from the children
and women in
those countries
against which we
waged Cold War
By Michael Myerson
I I I ith the collapse of Communist
I I I r u ^ e m Eastern Europe and
I I I ^ e forrner Soviet Union, our
I I I mass media waxed trium• • • P pliant. We "won" the Cold War,
we were told. But what about the "vanquished?" A heavy cost is being exacted
from those people — particularly from
the ones that the United Nations calls
the "most vulnerable," the children and
women — in those countries against
ON THE ISSUES FALL 1992
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which we waged Cold War.
Unquestionably, Communist rule was
oppressive, bureaucratic and undemocratic. Yet, even allowing for the regimes' fudged statistics and overstated
claims of achievement, the Devil must
be given his due: They had made free,
public education at all levels universal,
and cradle-to-grave healthcare and a
network of social security measures were
assumed as birthrights. Communist rule
also brought to each of these countries
— with the exceptions of Czechoslovakia and the former German Democratic
Republic — industrialization, albeit at
a cost of enormous pain and inhumanity.
In the years before the death of the
USSR, Elvira Novikova, a Ph.D. in
women's studies in the former Soviet
Union, says working women were presented in Russian media as "a public
enemy: She was to blame for the breakup
of families, divorce, the falling birth-

USSR is presently 15 million, with a
real possibility of reaching 30 million by
the end of 1992. In each country, the
bulk of the newly unemployed are
women. With new significant pockets of
unemployed mothers, the elites in charge
of government budgetary matters have
a ready excuse to slash funds for daycare
and kindergartens .Under pressure from
the International Monetary Fund and
World Bank to reduce social spending as
a requirement for receiving loans, the
budgets are cut deepest from precisely
the economic sector that has funded
education, culture and medicine. Obviously, the entire societies will suffer the
consequences, but the cuts hit women
first and hardest. As Elvira Novikova
told journalist Fred Weir of the Canadian Press Service, "People's hopes and
aspirations have been replaced by despair and desperation. Ifbefore one used
to say, 'I live,' now one says, in a passive

Over half of all families with three or
more children live in poverty
rate, juvenile delinquency, even homosexuality." The purpose of this characterization, in the opinion of Novikova, a
regular contributor to Russian journals
and newspapers, as well as a lecturer at
universities and collectives throughout
the country, perceived that "the problems might be solved at the expense of
women." With massive unemployment
looming in a country that had, at least
formally, a full employment economy
for three generations, one solution was
"to return women to the home and at the
same time cut funding for kindergartens and other social infrastructures"
that traditionally support working
women.
Today, 80 percent of Moscow's unemployed are women, a figure fairly representative of the situation throughout
the entire former "Eastern bloc." (These
and other statistics cited here without
sources come from country reports of
various United Nations agencies. All
are based on data supplied by the governments.) In industrialized Czechoslovakia, for example, unemployment
has soared from 20,000 in 1990 to one
million this year. In rural and underdeveloped Albania (in the same league as,
say,' the underdeveloped African nations, Lesotho and Mauritania) unemployment is estimated at 35 percent.
Overall unemployment in the former
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voice, 'Life for me goes on.' There seems
no human sense in what is happening to
us today."
The egalitarianism of the former regimes, as it turns out, was largely a
fable. Like elites everywhere, the Communist leaders enjoyed privileges and
perquisites beyond the reach or imagination of their peoples. But the market
economy, while bringing wealth and
luxuries to new sets of rulers, is bringing poverty and deprivation to tens of
millions of citizens previously protected
against such ravages. One shouldn't
expect the market to behave differently
in these countries than it has in nations
that have had a couple of centuries to
perfect the mechanism. Maya
Krasnovskaya, a 60-year-old Moscow
widow, stood in a commercial shop in
the city's center a few days after Boris
Yeltsin's government removed price controls on food. Staring at a 700-ruble
package containing one pound ofground
coffee, she told Weir that it would take
her three months to pay for it. Barbara
Passini, director ofthe Children's Friendship Agency, the state-run adoption
agency in Warsaw, says, "We live in a
country where poverty and misery climb
out of every window." She speaks of the
booming adoption market in Polish babies, which she estimates brokers as
many as "tens of thousands" of infants

through Church-operated sales to Western parents. The asking price: As much
as $25,000 for boys; $15,000 for girls.
What kind of countries give up their
babies, their futures, for adoption?
Passini asks rhetorically. "Only poor ones."
Caught in the nether world of transition from authoritarian socialism to an
uncharted "free" market, Dr. Boris
Shapiro, deputy health minister of
Kyrgyzstan in what was formerly Soviet Central Asia, told a UNICEF/WHO
mission, "We don't know what's going
to happen. Today, we are eating
yesterday's bread. Today we are drinking yesterday's milk. Everything we
have today is from yesterday. Now we
have to provide for the future before it
is too late." While Shapiro was addressing the problem of food shortages, the
same conclusion could be drawn about
the entire range of basic necessities for
health and social welfare.
For example, take this recent scene,
reported by an observer for the United
Nations Childrens' Fund: Karolina
Xhaka comforts her 16-month-old
daughter, Dorintina, in a fly-blown ward
of a district hospital in northern Albania. The child is malnourished and has
been in this ward for four months. Ms.
Xhaka is unemployed, half of her laborer husband's meager wage goes to a
former wife, and there was simply too
little food for the baby. Dorintina's
growth began to falter. The baby had a
thriving three-year-old sister, Roberta,
who was raised on their grandmother's
rural collective. The collective has now
been privatized, resulting in a food
shortage, so Roberta has joined
Dorintina in the malnutrition ward.
But the hospital is also running short of
food, because farmers cultivating newly
de-collectivized land refuse to sell their
produce below market prices to staterun institutions.
The disintegration of traditional police controls, and the emergence of the
crudest "market" forms, have combined
to introduce to Russians (and Ukrainians and Uzbeks and Czechs and Bulgarians) some of the most sexist excesses of our fabled "Western values."
One is the commercialization ofwomen's
physical appearance: Bathing-beauty
contests, and making how a woman
looks in a mini-skirt a job qualification.
These have joined pornography, prostitution (even among young, educated
women), and rising rates of rape and
battery ofwomen in every newly "demoON THE ISSUES FALL 1992

cratic" country of Eastern Europe and
the former USSR.
Perhaps the most alarming development is the deterioration of the health
status of children. The Institute of Social Economics in Warsaw, for example,
found in a 1990-91 study that over half
of all families with three or more children live in poverty. With privatization
of pharmacies, the cost of medications
has spiraled beyond reach for these
families. Hospitals are threatened with
closure because of inadequate funding.
Key indicators of child health — prenatal mortality rates, infant mortality
rates and low birth weight rates—have
failed to improve for the past two years.
Poland's 1990 prenatal mortality rate
of 19.5 percent is higher than any Western European country.
The health status of women is also in
decline. The primary means of birth
control in each of these countries is
abortion, which is readily available. (In
Poland, Hungary, Croatia and Slovakia,
under pressure from the Catholic
church, the governments are now considering the possibility of outlawing, or severely restricting, abortion.)
The scarcity and poor quality of domestically-produced intrauterine
devices, prophylactic foams and
condoms have helped create a circumstance in which abortions outnumber live births. According to
Novikova and a number of international aid specialists I have spoken
to, it is common for women to have
eight to 10 abortions during their
childbearing years.
This situation is inherited from the
old regimes, of course, but is exacerbated by the new fiscal pressures and
resultant scarcities.
Similarly, the extreme degradation of
the environment—of which Chernobyl
is merely symbolic and the best-known
example — that occurred as a result of
rapid industrialization, bureaucratic
pressures to meet government plans
without ecological precautions, and Cold
War fears of falling behind Western
development, is part of the legacy of the
earlier authoritarian system. For instance, according to Murray Feshbach,
Research Professor of Demography at
Georgetown University and an advisor
to Yeltsin's government, the use of pesticides, fertilizers and defoliants in the
Central Asian republics — Kazakstan,
Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tadjikistan
and Turkmenistan — has been excesON THE ISSUES FALL 1992

The hospital is
running short of
food, because
farmers cultivating
newly de-collectivized land refuse to
sell their produce
below market
prices to state-run
institutions
sive and indiscriminate. In Chimkent,
air pollutants are discharged annually
on the order of 375 kg. per capita (as
compared with an average of 100 kg.in
New York City). Cancers and leukemia
rates among children and women are
far above normal, as are birth anomalies and respiratory diseases. But with
international pressures to slash social
spending, a rush to privatize without
reference to social cost, and escalating
inflation, environmental protection isn't
even on the "back burner."
The severe drop in government funding, and the absence of any significant
private source to replace public spending, has left the healthcare sectors in
each of these countries with outmoded
equipment (much of it dysfunctional for
lack of replacement parts), and overcrowded and under-equipped facilities.
The crisis ranges from the merely serious in Russia or Poland, to the catastrophic in Albania and Romania. In
areas torn apart by civil war — for
example, Yugoslavia, where the United
Nations and the International Red Cross
says its 800,000 internal refugees constitute the largest displacement in Europe since the end ofWorld War II—the
situation defies categorization.
Similarly in education, cuts in public
expenditures range from 10 to 30 percent among these 22 countries (counting the 15 former Soviet republics and
excluding Eastern Germany). But the
budget cuts for health, education and
culture are only part of the story. With
IMF-encouraged "shock therapy,"
hyper-inflation has made earlier cost
estimates irrelevant. In Russia, for example, wages or pensions may have
tripled in rubles, but the price of most

food (and soon, energy supplies) have
multiplied 10-or even 100-fold. Even in
comparatively stable Hungary, inflation veers between 40 and 50 percent.
In most of the former "Eastern bloc"
countries, the structures of the social
safety net remain in place, although
under intense strains. After many decades, the peoples assume that health
care, education and paid holidays are
their natural rights. They have shown
no readiness to relinquish them, whatever the dictates of the market. But the
international lending agencies and
Western governments and banks have
paid scant attention to the potential
human wreckage on the side of the
road leading to the "free market"
economy. This may come as little
surprise in view of the growing impoverishment that has accompanied
the increased concentration of wealth
at the top of societies presided over
by Margaret Thatcher, Ronald
Reagan and their successors.
Seemingly alone, the World Health
Organization, UNICEF and other specialized United Nations agencies are
hard at work studying the effects of the
transition to a market economy on the
children and women of the countries of
Eastern Europe and the former Soviet
republics. But they are operating under
severe strains on their own, relatively
meager budgets. In the Third World,
the traditional object of their attention,
14 million children under the age of five
die every year from preventable diseases and malnutrition. The international aid community cannot be asked
to choose to which pain it will administer balm.
John Le Carre has made a brilliant
career depicting how human beings were
manipulated and discarded as mere disposable objects.by those who waged the
Cold War. With the fall of Communist
governments and the demise of enemy
images of whole populations, one would
hope that all of us — Americans, above
all — could rediscover our humanity.
Having spent $5 quadrillion on military
budgets to win the Cold War, is it now
beyond reason to consider a peace dividend the health and welfare of the most
vulnerable among us — children and
mothers — here and abroad?
•
Michael Myerson is the author of six
books on international political topics,
and a consultant to several specialized
international agencies.
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Eastern European
Feminism: No Room
of One's Own
Women's aversion
to public life
appears the hardest
obstacle faced by
the new feminists
By Jill Benderly
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am obsessed by the small feminist
movement in Eastern Europe. I feel
the most alive when I'm over there
learning from them, or working on
their behalf from this side of the Atlantic. At home, I'm often asked to address the question: "Why hasn't feminism taken off in Eastern Europe? All
the conditions are ripe."
Journalists are supposed to be instant
experts, but I don't feel comfortable
speaking for my friends whose experience is so different from mine — and,
indeed, from one another's, from country to country. But here are a few things
I've heard, and my reactions.
Since the fall of"Communism," women
in Eastern Europe have been forced to
confront a new set of problems. They
face capitalist overhaul of the economy,
which means disproportionate unemployment for women. Strong nationalism has placed demographic demands
on women to give birth to more Croats,
Serbs, Czechs, and Slovaks. The Catholic church, on the rise in Poland, Slovakia,
Hungary and Croatia, threatens
women's right to abortion and contraception. Eastern European feminists
have responded to these blatant attacks

in the same defensive way we face the
antichoicers: They organize because
what women have now isn't good
enough, but they also must protect what
few rights they do have.
While a certain stratum of women
have rallied in response to the struggles
facing Eastern European women, it
seems unlikely that vast numbers of
women will hit the streets. They are
reluctant not because they are against
abortion, but because they are suspicious of "politics" of any stripe. Western
feminists, and even some ofthe Eastern
European feminists I've met, see this as
"false consciousness," or women not
knowing what's good for them. I have a
problem with a "vanguard feminism"
that claims to know what's best for all
women. I do not have any grand theory
to explain why most Eastern European
women are not rushing to feminist movements. But I think that such an understanding is vital.
For feminism to bloom in Eastern
Europe, women there (and we in the
West who support them) will be up
against the hard stuff. The current backlash against women's political and reproductive rights is certainly not easy
to confront. But what's even harder to
face is the dispiriting reactions of Eastern European women themselves to the
changes that have taken place since
1989.
In some ways, Communism's false
promises about "the collective good" left
people feeling cheated, and forced to
look out for number one. On the other
hand, a kind of sob'darity arose from the
impossibility of getting things done the
straightforward way. The scarcity of
goods led to a grapevine where one
neighbor would come by to report she
saw an abandoned toilet in an alleyway
which might just have the missing
flusher that she knew you needed (but
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Women have been socialized to
see themselves as transmitters of
values and culture

Communism promised to emancipate
women, but what it actually did
was to incorporate over 80 percent
into lower-paying, stereotypically
female occupations
42
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would never be able to buy in a plumbing shop). While bartering goods and
services was the main way to get certain things, the formal "distribution
networks" were often made possible because somebody along the line had connections to someone in the Communist
Party elite.
Communism promised to emancipate
women, but what it actually did was to
incorporate over 80 percent of women
into the workforce, mostly into lowerpaying, stereotypically female occupations, without relieving them of their
sole responsibility for domestic duties.
Childcare centers were available to attend to young children while their parents worked. But neither men nor the
state helped women with housework
and labor-saving devices like fast-food
restaurants were unavailable. Instead,
women commonly stood in line before
work or at lunch hour to buy food. Eastern European women are tired. No wonder they dream of working part-time or
staying home altogether.
In the more prosperous socialist countries, such as former East Germany, the
state used the carrot to draw working
women to bear children. The economy
depended on a vast supply of labor for
factories that hoarded workers for use
when equipment and supplies were actually available. The German Democratic Republic, facing a declining birth
rate in the 1970s, instituted what feminists call "mommy politics": A "baby
year" of paid maternity leave for the
first child (increased to 18 months for
subsequent births); sick-child leave;
three hours off from the job per week for
mothers of two or more children to do
housework; extensive and highly subsidized daycare centers. (In East Germanyinl988,81percentofpreschoolers
went to public daycare at the cost of 65
cents per day per child.) While these
provisions sound miraculous to U.S.
women, they led to a mentality in which
women were seen as getting "unearned
special privileges" and thus left in lowpaying, low-status jobs. Men were not
expected to "help" at home.
Poorer socialist countries couldn't afford to hand out carrots, so they relied
on stick-like methods of increasing
childbearing: Making contraception and
abortion illegal (Romania) or just hard
to get (Bulgaria).
Many women then, and even more
now, view the family as shelter from the
demands of public society. One of the
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first feelings I heard after the revolutions of 1989 was the desire to be left
alone in one's private space with no
more experiments and no more mobilizations. According to Czech sociologist
Jirina Siklova, motherly duties were an
acceptable excuse for not joining the
Communist Party, and as a result,
''women are today nowhere near as compromised by having collaborated with
the previous regime as men are." Communist quotas for women leaders in
rubber-stamp parliaments, says
Siklova, did "not lead to the strengthening of the candidates' self-confidence,
but rather to the development of an
inferiority complex and to a revulsion
against holding political office." It's no
surprise, then, that most women look to
the new system to grant them the right
to be left to themselves, as well as the
chance to buy stockings, makeup and
disposable diapers. That's what most
women mean when they say they want
"normal, European" lives.
On the other hand, the old system
taught people to count on the paternalism ofthe state. This dependence doesn't
automatically shift into self-reliance as
the old system dies.
Women have been socialized to see
themselves as transmitters of values
and culture. They view politics as "dirty"
and harsh, and as belonging to the
domain of men. They may, in fact, be
right. The East German feminists from
the Independent Women's Alliance
made a coalition with the Green Party
for the 1990 elections, but found themselves bamboozled out of any seats for
women afterwards.
Those feminists who, rather than lobbying and organizing politically, have
taken up direct services to women, especially battered women's hotlines, shelters and self-help groups, reach the
many ''ordinary women" of all ages,
classes and nationalities who cannot
imagine launching themselves into political parties and organizations. By focusing on the problems women face in
the "private sphere," these strategies
are helping to unlock the door on the
family, mythologized by socialist and
nationalist leaders alike.
Women's aversion to public life appears the hardest obstacle faced by
the new feminist movements in Eastern Europe, but feminists' ability to
reach "average women" in the private sphere may be the measure of
their success.
•
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Damn Breaks
On The Long. Dark
ighr Of The
Russian Sou
In the eyes of many
Russians, the current crisis is above
all a crisis of belief
By Nancy Seifer
n Monday morning, August 19,
1991,
I was awakened from a
deep sleep by my Moscow hostess
and her neighbor. With tears in
their eyes, they broke the news of
the coup, informing me of Gorbachev's
"disappearance" and the state of emergency declared by the junta. As I
struggled to prepare myself for what
might unfold in the hours and days
ahead, a deafening roar rose up from
the street below. An unending column
of army tanks filed slowly by, a menacing signal of this dangerous new reality.
I searched for clues to interpret these
events. Remarkably, the activities of
daily life seemed to proceed virtually
without interruption. Even as the tanks
rolled by, people walked their dogs,
waited in line for groceries, or rushed to
catch the trolleys and buses that shared
the boulevard with the tanks. The

O
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metros were as unfailingly punctual as
always, arriving every two to three minutes. Inside, with few exceptions, passengers wore the habitual blank expressions reserved for public places in a
police state.
By early afternoon, a small crowd had
gathered at one of the Kremlin gates.
Several women gesticulated angrily at
the young soldiers perched atop the tanks
stationed there. The atmosphere was
tense and suspenseful, but there was no
sign of panic. Neither was there any
indication, as yet, of substantial resistance to the junta. My own sense of
foreboding about the threat to the hardwon freedoms of the glasnost and
perestroika years was not reflected in
the faces of Muscovites. Something else
was present. Perhaps, I thought then,
this was just the result of battle scars
from centuries of change at the top with

no improvement in the lives of those at
the bottom.
That afternoon, still searching, I interviewed Renita Grigoreva, a muchlauded, Moscow feature-film director
whom I had met weeks earlier at a
conference in Siberia. Renita's home,
where we talked, is a large suite of
newly-renovated rooms in a 19th-century palace. When I arrived, preparations were underway for a festive meal
to celebrate Transfiguration Day, a
major Russian Orthodox holiday. The
irony of the coincidence of the two days
was not lost on Renita's guests. But
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beyond that, like Muscovites in the
streets, none of them seemed concerned
with events taking place only a few
hundred yards away at the Kremlin. I
had the sensation of entering a timeless
realm where what mattered was the
broad sweep of history; the invisible
evolutionary currents and tides that
move human history forward.
In Renita's view, the coup, about which
she spoke only briefly to satisfy my
interest, was not really news at all. This
was no more than a power struggle
among leaders molded by the old system who were fighting over its spoils.
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"They are of one body," she said, "two
sides of the same coin. They know it's
impossible to go back to the totalitarian
system, so they are struggling to divide
the pie. But this is only what appears on
the surface. The real forces that decide
the course ofhistory are deep inside and
have roots deep in the past. In time, new
people will appear."
Like so many Russians, Renita, who is
in her early 50s, speaks with authority,
as one for whom Dostoyevsky, among
other Russian philosophers and seers,
has been a spiritual teacher. Her round
face lights up when she talks of a new
PHOTO: DONNA BINDER/IMPACT VISUALS

generation of Russians, "new people
with a new spirituality." She believes
that Russia's mission, Russia's eventual contribution to the planet, is to
embody the transcendental in life, "to
demonstrate a living relationship between man and earth and God," which
she sees as the basis of a universal
religion. Supporting her belief she cites
Dostoyevsky, whose last words, she says,
"as he lay dying were about this new
religion that would one day make all
men realize they are brothers." [sic]
As I left Renita's apartment after threeand-a-halfhours, I again confronted the
45
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reality that an ominous and worldchanging event had taken place that
morning. Yet those hours with Renita
had altered my perspective. I had
glimpsed a key element of the Russian
soul — that timelessness and
otherworldliness whose negative aspect
Chekhov so poignantly depicted as the
tendency toward worldly inaction. Walking through the streets ofMoscowwhere
life was nearly indistinguishable from
the day before the coup, I wondered if
this trait was partially responsible for
the apparent lack of resistance to the
junta's threat of restoring dictatorship.
I remembered Mikhail (Misha)
Shishin, a bearded, young professor of
art history at a university in Barnaul, a
small town in southern Siberia, thousands of miles from Moscow. Two weeks
earlier, after a discussion of the local
food shortages, he had presaged to
Renita: "People who speak only about
the economic crisis are making a big
mistake. The more important problems
are of a spiritual nature," he said. "What
economists dream of is to bring Russia
to a level of development compared to
America, but it will never happen. The
path ofRussia is different. The only way
we can emerge from this crisis is by
implanting in our children the seeds of
a new consciousness, a spiritual consciousness. They will be the new Russians."
Central to this new consciousness, in
Misha's view, is the idea of "sobornost"
—the fellowship of individuals within a
collective body — a concept deeply woven into the fabric of centuries of Russian life. Misha said, "For people with a
Russian consciousness, the whole idea
of communism took on nearly mythological proportions. In some way, you
see, our consciousness is more Asian
than European; it has more to do with
collectivism and community than a sense
of individualism.1'
During my travels throughout Russia, people I spoke to often brought up
Nikolai Berdyaev, the Russian philosopher who lived from 1874 to 1948, and
who is seen as the ultimate authority on
the subject of the Russian soul. In his
autobiography, written at the end of his
life, he wrote:
"The Russian people are informed
by a peculiar, instinctive tendency to
collectivism — a collectivism... which
should not be understood primarily
in political or sociological terms. It
would be more accurate to speak of a
ON THE ISSUES FALL 1992

tendency to communism...implying
as it does not a mere collection of
people, but their communion with
one another. We never experienced
individualism in the western sense of
the word...but this did not prevent us
from deeply appreciating the problem of the relationship between personality and universal social harmony. No one, in fact, has stated this
problem with such power and understanding
as...Dostoyevsky
or
Belinsky. ..But Russian practice was,
more often than not, illustrative of
distorted and falsified 'sobornost'.
Thus Russian communism is a travesty of'sobornost'...as it subjects the
creative freedom of man to the demands of a collectivized and mechanized society. And the Russians go on
dreaming of'sobornost,' which would

in harmony. But it was just another
dream, a fairy tale."
In this post-coup, post-Communist era,
no one I know is willing to predict
Russia's future path. Despite Boris
Yeltsin's ongoing homage to democracy,
and Russia's recently won acceptance
into the Western world's most influential financial body, the International
Monetary Fund, there are few who
would argue that the foundations for a
Western-style economy or democracy
exist in Russia. In a recent article in The
World Monitor, the Christian Science
Monitor's
monthly
magazine,
Georgianne Geyer points out how unrealistic it is to expect that Western values spawned by hundreds of years of
history — values such as individual
initiative, self-reliance, freedom and
responsibility that form the bedrock of

There are few who would
argue that the foundations for
a Western-style economy or
democracy exist in Russia
embody the integral unity of freedom
and communion in religious, social,
political and cultural relations."
Misha Shishin has committed himself
to realizing a piece of the ongoing Russian dream. Now in his mid-30s and the
father of two small children, when he is
not teaching art history he publishes
philosophy books that were not available under the Communist regime and
teaches children Russian and world
culture in an after-school program. He
sees it as a way to dig out ofthat cultural
and spiritual devastation left by the
Communist system. For him it is a
personal challenge to build a bridge
between his inner world and "that other
world which I always saw as existing
outside of me."
"I'm a dreamer, like all Russian
people," Misha said. "Our reality is a
world of dreams that exists — somewhere. The world that we see outside
seems to be so unreal, so unfamiliar.
The life of material things is like the
stage set in a theater. Inside of us we
know that it isn't real, that something
different is needed." Communism took
roots in Russia, according to Misha,
because of this national trait. "We fell in
love with the dream that we would have
a society which will be just, where everyone will be equals, where we will live
PHOTO. JASON ESKENAZI/IMPACT VISUALS

our political and economic institutions
— can be instantly transplanted in
Russian soil.
What is organic to Russian soil is "the
idea of the common welfare," in the
words of Natalia Borodina, a leading
economics journalist in Novosibirsk,
Siberia's major city, who remains committed to "the noble purpose of the communist idea" even as she seeks to learn
about American finance. Western observers may well have confused the
evils of totalitarianism with the ideal of
communism in their assessment of the
failure of the Communist state. In their
rush to help Russian politicians and
native entrepreneurs create a capitalist
economy, and in their assumption that
an unregulated competitive market system is Russia's sole alternative, Western economic advisors and business
people seem not to have perceived the
importance which many Russians still
attach to the ideal. In a call to the West
to overcome old stereotypes, Mikhail
Gorbachev recently wrote, "...the
Stalinist model is dead, and, I would
add, thank God. ..(but) the idea of socialism lives on."
Similarly, the Western media have
focused on the dramatic transformacontinued on pg 60
47
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FEAR^LOATHING
DECONSTRUCTED

A LONG VIEW OF GLORIA
STEINEM'S NEW BOOK^TRUST
A FEMINIST TO CAUSE TROUBLE.
SEVEN MONTHS AFTER ITS PUBLICATION,
THE CONTROVERSY OVER GLORIA STEINEM'S
REVOLUTION FROM WITHIN CAN BE SEEN IN ITS
PROPER LIGHT: AS A NATIONAL ANXIETY ATTACK ABOUT THE
FEAR OF HOPE. THE BOOK THAT COULD BRING THE HUMAN RACE A
LITTLE CLOSER TO RESCUING ITSELF HAS MADE SOME FEMINISTS ABSOLUTELY FURIOUS.

By Naomi Wolf
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Revolution From Within* Steinem's
first full-length work, analyzes how huge
transformations — what Grace Paley
calls "enormous changes at the last
minute" — begin in that most still and
lonely of cells, the intimate self. Selfesteem — or, as she puts it elsewhere
and better, "self-authority" — is the
prerequisite for making any authentic
change, whether the goal is a functioning society or a democratic family life, a
nourishing erotic bond or a happy childhood (which, she believes, "it is never
too late to have").
The premise is abstract, and Steinem
sensibly anchors it by drawing on illustrations from sources as diverse as a
cabinet of explorer's curios: Indian civil
disobedience tactics and the adventures
of the Hispanic children in an inner-city
chess club who play a tournament in
Moscow because their teacher believed
it was possible; Goddess-worshippers
in ancient Egypt and modern Chinese
acupuncturists who refuse to treat patients in a room barren of plants.
Steinem investigates the difference between cloying romance and genuine love,
and arrives at last at exposing the inadequate basis of Western civilization itself, with its harmfully dualistic split
between mind and body, male and female, follower and leader, human and
animal. To make observations so wideranging that they leap and tumble
through the main currents of several
millennia's civilizations, is a terrible
risk. Steinem must have known that
when she set out to write this book. It
took courage and skill.
This book has generated tremendous
ridicule, tongues have been sharpened
on two continents to satirize it, and its
author. Making fun of the central argument is almost too easy: "The kingdom
of God," as the New Testament puts it,
"is within you." Steinem claims that
self-authority, far from being the brainchild of middle-class New-Age tokers
steeping themselves in hot tubs in Big
Sur, is actually as old as the Upanishads
("the beginning and end of all...dwells
in every human heart") and Plato's dialogues ("the Soul knows who we are
from the beginning"). It is, she is convinced, the shining level to which all
movements of enlightenment can be
reduced. Milton understood self-authority when he created a Satan who carries
his hell within; poor children understand it when they perform up — or
down — to the level of their teachers'
50

expectations; and even the body understands it, as ever-more studies show
that our immune systems fight disease
according to how loved we think we are.
A gentle enough message, you'd think.
But critics on both the left and the right
have thrown hissy fits. Dierdre English,
a well-known socialist feminist, accused
Steinem — in the New York Times Book
Review, no less! — of having gone "soft."
"Somehow, she forgot to get angry." A
Newsweek cover story treated her
premise as if it had all the authority of
an unmade waterbed. And Vanity Fair
did a slash-and-burn interview that
made paragraphs out of a stain on
Steinem's sweater, and a fetish out of a

I cIIHV v Fair did
a slash-and-burn
interview that made
paragraphs out
of a stain on
Steinem's sweater
couple of pages in the book in which she
writes of her self-deluding affair with a
New York real-estate mogul.
And the rest of the press caught this
salacious lowball and ran with it, slamming the book as a "celebrity kill-andtell." That a serious analysis of power by
a world-class leader of women can be
willfully misread as the breathless memoir of an affair with a power-brokering
man whom no one outside New York
thinks about either way, is the best
example of how authority is casually
stripped from even the strongest of
women and the strongest of women's
words.
While the critics have been stoking up
their white-hot pincers, ordinary men
and women are mobbing Steinem at
booksignings, flooding her with letters,
and have kept Revolution From Within
atthe top ofthe bestseller listfor months.
What on earth is going on here?
Simply put, Steinem is so right about
the politics of self-esteem that the force
of an idea whose time is just about to
come is blowing establishment commentators, both on the right and on the left,
out of their leather-clad swivel chairs.
Therightis twitching because Steinem
is onto the great secret about how popu-

lations are kept in line in first-world
countries at the end ofthe 20th century.
The powers that be no longer need, in
most situations, militias or curfews or
even restrictive laws. The best crowd
control is achieved through manipulating the self-esteem of out-groups and
lowering their sense of hopefulness and
self-worth until — voila! — eventually
the low-maintenance enemy presence
has set up shop inside their own heads.
Civil rights leader Carter G. Woodson
said it so well about Blacks in the 1930s
that his quote is still fresh for women
today: "When you control a man's thinking, you do not have to worry about his
activities. You do not have to tell him to
stand here or go yonder. He willfindhis
'proper place' and stay in it...If there is
no back door, he will cut one."
Steinem compares contemporary
women to stunted plants that continue
to grow in the shape of the barriers
placed around them even when the barriers are gone. She is right. In our greatgrandmothers' day, locks on universities kept women out, and regulations
proclaimed they could not be doctors or
lawyers. Some proud women managed
to achieve the impossible anyway,
knowing in their bones they were
good enough to deserve the status officially denied them. Today, most of the
locks are gone — but the hurdles, now
psychological, remain.
My niece, a fair and generous girl,
seduces one metalhead lout after another because she is too short and ethnic looking to be the Breck Girl. A community leader, a big witty, raunchy
woman with a lot to say, dares not go on
the lecture circuit until she loses the 20
pounds that are a fundamental part of
herself. Sexy, smart, capable women all
over Australia don't ask for raises,
for help with the laundry, or for a decent orgasm because they don't feel
worthy of negotiating a contract from a
position of strength. The conviction that
they don't deserve money, power, or a
voice can keep women down more effectively than locks or laws did in the bad
old days. Self-esteem must be understood today as a material source — like
contraception or daycare or literacy or
money—that is deliberately being kept in
short supply to serve a political purpose.
Right-wingers don't like such revolutionary ideas. And Republican male
senators and generals certainly don't
cotton to being told they're really wet,
squalling babies. But why on earth is
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the left so upset with Steinem? One
problem is the language: It's too clear
for the comfort of intellectuals, and too
true-hearted for the well-being of professional cynics.
Leftist and feminist critics have
heaped coals of fire on Steinem's head
for writing, they aver with shudders, "a
self-help book." If this is a "squishy selfhelp" book, then so is Martin Luther
King's Why We Can't Wait. Here is her
thesis: "Returning to the concept of
circularity and oneness that preceded
patriarchy, racist class systems, and
other hierarchies that ration self-esteem and create obedience to external
authority by weakening belief in our
natural internal wisdom is truly a revolution from within. When we realize
the Universal Self within us,' ask the
Upanishads defiantly, 'when and what
may anybody fear or worship?'" This
goes way past herbal teas and frisbees
in the park with dogs wearing bandannas. Steinem's conclusion? You must
stalk injustice fearlessly, because it is
your nature. These are fighting words,
not aromatherapy, for the mind.
The book is dedicated to "anyone who
respects the unique self inside a child."
While such innocence sets on edge the
teeth of the chain-smoking blacksweatered Existentialists in all of us,
doesn't our carping prove her very point?
Steinem's belief is that all conflict and
hierarchy stem from our alienation from
our inner child. Being snide, bitter
grown-ups is the best substitute identity, Steinem would argue, we can muster; we cling to jadedness in order to
distance ourselves from the hopeful,
vulnerable little beings we were and
secretly still are. This is both laughable
and deeply accurate. Steinem's premise
makes world-weary journalists froth
with disdain, yet is vastly true in the
way that all ideas five or seven years
ahead of their time are true. To legislate with the child (rather than the
dollar or the scud missile) as our basic
unit of measurement would, indeed,
solve a host of ills. It is good social
policy.
Intellectuals have condescendingly
assumed that if Steinem speaks simply
about simple truths, she must be simpleminded. Steinem's premise is that society is run best by using the child as the
basic unit of measurement — your own
"inner child," if younger beings are not
handy. This provokes afascinatingparadox: That something can be agonizON THE ISSUES FALL 1992

ingly, howlingly, pins-and-needles-upand-down-your-ribs easy to ridicule —
can beg to be ridiculed—and still not be
ridiculous. Despite this discomfort,
Steinem's "paradigm shift" must be
understood as the only one that can save
us if we are to survive this ecological
crisis.
Her analysis of how education can do
us harm, along with her introductory
essay on the relationship between the
moment of looking back into the eyes of
soldiers and the collapse of the Berlin
Wall, are two of the most useful political
essays in contemporary mass culture.
This comprehensive debunking of authority is written so accessibly that it is

race for a quarter century, and has heard
a thousand, thousand life stories. When
a thousand life stories are synthesized
through an attentive listener, that is a
true, new definition of authority — and
we should listen. It is this, doubtless,
that allows her to interweave race, sex,
and class, unselfconsciously, and to envision a world beyond oppressor and
oppressed.
And maybe in the process we will examine our own destructive relationships
to our women leaders. Steinem's long
career has kept her at ground zero of
women's neurotic response to their own
advocates: Castigated for being "the
pretty one," not even her own body's
privacy is granted to her by other women.
Smith classmates condemned her as
"an anachronism in size-6" while other
women have demanded, "Why are you
thin?" Even as we are relieved that
we've had a spokeswoman who has been,
for decades, calm and witty, chic and
sexy, the backlash media has focused on
the most superficial aspects ofher glamour as a way to foster resentment or a
sense of no common ground among
women readers and viewers. Steinem's
treatment as the "pretty" feminist icon
was instrumental in my own undera model of the non-elitist teaching, and standing of how the beauty myth works
democratization of ideas, that she advo- politically: I understood from reactions
cates. No wonder the pundits are ner- to her how attention is always directed
vous — this kind of writing can cost at feminist leaders' appearances as a
way to keep other women from identifythem their jobs.
Some feminists are angry at Steinem ing with them. Any woman is either "too
for not targeting "men," and indeed she pretty" or "too ugly" to speak "approprigoes beyond simplistic patriarchy-bash- ately" on behalf of other women. This is
ing when she speaks compassionately an old tactic: Divide and conquer.
of the brutal childrearing practices that
And yet, since I was a little girl, that
helped create an Eichmann or a Saddam very icon was my role model: Righteous
Hussein. But maybe we are ready. For and funny about it, serious and sexual,
two decades we have been attacking legitimately angry yet absolutely loved.
male domination and cataloguing the I can't separate out my exposure as a
sins of the fathers, but we are short on nine year old to Steinem's presence in
solutions. Many men have heard us, the media, from my early recognition
and literally do not know how to begin to that I too was a feminist. Like a holoheal themselves. Both genders are po- gram that reproduces itselfin every cell,
larized, resentful, and sick of the mono- Steinem's presence is a part of every one
logues and the bloody stalemate of the of us who, since the 1960s, has tried to
gender war. Steinem's attention to what grow up female and free. She raised our
gets killed when boy-children are turned self-esteem before she even touched her
into domestic tyrants may well be the keyboard; and Revolution From Within
kindly wisdom we need. Not to abandon is just the book we need in backlash
the gender war, but to negotiate a just times to remind us that "giving up freeand lasting peace.
dom for safety is a child's bargain." •
Perhaps only a person who has had
Steinem's life experiences can assume a Naomi Wolf writes and lectures widely
perspective so ahead of its time in its on third-wave feminism. Her book
universality. She has served uniquely The Beauty Myth is now an Anchor
as an interlocutor to half the human paperback.

Republican
male senators and
generals don't
cotton to being told
they're really wet,
squalling babies
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THE STREET by Ann Petry (Houghton Mifflin,
NY; $9.95 paperback)

P
Long before feminist theorists began to
think in terms of race, gender, and
class, Black women writers had created
work that spoke what had not yet been
articulated. Describing in their fictions
the ways these three elements work as
interlocking systems of domination,
Harriet Jacobs, Zora Neale Hurston
and Nella Larsen were among those
exceptional visionaries who provided
ways to understand Black female experience that could not be found in print
anywhere else. As part of this body of
work, Ann Petry's novel The Street was
groundbreaking. Read by millions, it
showed the world the ways forces of
sexism (including patriarchal domination of men over women), racism, and
class oppression specifically shaped the
Black female experience. Confrontational, The Street is hardhitting. It has
the power to knock readers off balance.
I see it happen again and again when I
teach the novel in classes on Black
women writers. I see students awakening to the way systems of domination
exploit and oppress, and developing insights about the nature of the poor
Black female experience that they previously did not have. And I see them
learning empathy.
The recent re-publication of The Street
in paperback by its original publisher,
Houghton Mifflin, has helped to create
a contemporary context where the work
can receive renewed attention and Ann
Petry can be celebrated once again.
Amid all the stories we must tell again
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and again of Black women writers
whose lives were full of tragedy, abuse,
brokenheartedness, unrelenting physical or psychological pain, or unceasing
loneliness, it is crucial that we tell with
as much passion and soulfulness the
triumphant stories of the Ann Petrys of
this world — that we celebrate Black
women writers who live long and well,
whose histories are life-affirming and
life-sustaining. Indeed, we are so accustomed to tragic autobiographical narratives of Black female life that it is easy
to overlook an Ann Petry. Yet she is the
living embodiment of Hurston's declaration: "But I am not tragically colored.
There is no great sorrow dammed up in
my soul, nor lurking behind my
eyes....No, I do not weep at the world —
I am too busy sharpening my oyster
knife."
Elegant at 84 years old, Petry lives
with her husband, George, in the quaint
New England town of Old Saybrook,
Connecticut. Her house is one of those
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tender, wood frame dwellings that you
drive by on a sunny afternoon and long
to know who lives there. You are convinced by the serenity surrounding this
dwelling that it is a house that breeds
contentment. When I shyly entered it a
few years ago, I felt like I was coming
home. There was a warmth in that 200year-old house so familiar that it was as
if I were simply returning to visit one of
those dear Black women teachers in my
hometown who gave us so much wisdom, who educated for critical consciousness, who loved us.
But as the old folks say, I'm getting
ahead of myself. I want to backtrack for
a minute and remember how it was that
I came to meet Miss Petry (even though
I knew she was married I could not
address her as Mrs. Petry; she just
seemed to be the type of Black woman
elder that you address respectfully as
Miss Petry). My first full-time teaching
job was in Connecticut at Yale University. Hundreds of students flocked to
my course on Black women writers. I
mentioned to my ever-knowledgeable
landlady, Ruth, that I was teaching
Ann Petry and she told me the writer
lived nearby. My stunned reply was,
"You mean to say she's still alive!" Climbing the steep flights of stairs to my
apartment, I found to my amazement
that a telephone operator could give me
her home number. Daring to do what I
had never done before, I called her.
There was such awe and amazement in
my voice when she answered and confirmed that she was indeed living that I
stumbled over my words. In my most
polite southern, Sunday-school voice
(one that is often hidden but surfaces
whenever I feel the sense of the familiarity of home), I shared my love of her
work, the joy of teaching it, and the
desire to have my students be in her
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presence. Thrilled when she agreed to
come talk to our class, I conveyed to my
students that the opportunity to hear
Ann Petry's voice put us among the
Chosen. (Later, over tea and wonderful
bread, made by her husband, George,
she shared that it was the bird-like
quality of my voice — a high-pitched
sound which students love to imitate —
that seduced her into making a rare
public appearance.)
When she entered the classroom, the
space was packed with students and
other folks who had come to honor Ann
Petry. Dwarfed by so many bodies Ann
Petry suddenly appeared fragile and I
was afraid that this event might be too
taxing. Yet, when she began to speak
the passion in her voice rocked the room.
Without batting an eye, she revealed
that she knew before putting pen to
paper that the character Lutie, who is
Black, would murder Boots, who is also
Black. Hearing this hurt. Many of us
felt the deep truth of her words. We
knew from our own collective life experiences that often when Black folks are
wounded and downpressed by racism,
class oppression, and sexist exploitation our rage explodes in relation to
other Black folks.
The Street is a portrait of Black rage.
Long before psychiatrists William Grier
and Price Cobbs wrote about the fierce
anger that so many Black people keep
bottled within, Lutie told readers: "Everyday we are choking down that rage."
In many ways Lutie is "typically feminine," a woman of the '40s, who dreams
of having a nice house, a storybook
family. It is only as a worker in the
white world that she begins to awaken
to the way poor, attractive Black females are seen by white folks: "Apparently it was an automatic reaction of
white people — if a girl was colored and
fairly young, why, it stood to reason she
had to be a prostitute. If not that — at
least sleeping with her would be just a
simple matter, for all one had to do was
make the request. In fact, white men
wouldn't even have to do the asking
because the girl would ask them on
sight." This 1940s' novel had such an
impact on its audience because Lutie
could be any struggling poor American
trying to realize the dream of working
hard and struggling to achieve economic
success. She does not want to be rich. In
fact, the novel exposes the emptiness
and unhappiness in the lives ofthe rich
No, Lutie just wants a good job and a
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nice place to live. And she is willing to
work hard. Yet, Petry skillfully shows
that the politics of domination work to
undermine and ultimately destroy
Lutie's ambition.
In keeping with the progressive political fiction of her day, Petry makes clear
to readers that there is no inherent
defect in Lutie or other poor Black
people. The very "real" forces of poverty
and capitalist exploitation are what
oppress them. The Black and white
people who survive and "make it" in
The Street are those who accept the idea
of a dog-eat-dog world, who prey upon
others. Miss Hedges, who becomes a
madam, or Junto, the rich white man
who finances the "pleasures" of the
street, are characters who do well.
Petry's novel is a veiled critique of
capitalism, crass materialism, and the
dehumanization of American citizens.
When Lutie goes to children's court to
see her son Bub who has been arrested
for tampering with mail, she finds that
it is not j ust "color ed" women who suffer
in a society that supports the rich and
crushes the poor: "She had been wrong.
There were some white mothers,
too....They were sitting in the same

shrinking, huddled positions. Perhaps,
she thought, we're all here because we're
all poor. Maybe it doesn't have anything
to do with color."
Lutie learns about sexism when she
discovers that the young Black musician, Boots, and the rich white man,
Junto, both believe that they should
have access to her body with or without
her consent. She learns daily about racism, and again and again expresses her
awareness that white supremacy and
hatred of Blackness creates a system
where Black folks are victimized. And
she learns about class exploitation. Ultimately, Lutie must lose the innocence
that has shielded her from the realities
of the street. Petry's portrait of Lutie's
naivete is somewhat unbelievable. Her
fictional unawareness seems to belong
more to a middle-class observer of poor
Black life in Harlem than to Lutie. As
Liz, Ann Petry's daughter, puts it: "The
Street upset me dreadfully when I was
young. My mother really is a very upbeat person, and I was surprised that it
was so down. I can only guess at what
she went through when she moved to
New York and saw all these disenfranchised people, totally lacking power in a

way that she and our family never did."
Even though Petry uses the character
of Lutie to express some of her middleclass "horror" at the conditions of poor
Black life, the device does not diminish
the power of The Street.
The tragedy of exploitation and oppression she described in 1946 is more
than ever a common experience. Petry
confirms, "The relationship between
Blacks and whites in this country is
worse now than it's ever been." Hopefully, contemporary readers of The
Street will leave the work with
greater awareness of the nature of
sex, race, and class oppression. And
that this awareness will lead them to
work to transform society and the
street, so that the warmth and contentment Ann Petry is able to offer
her loved ones and those strangers
(like myself) who have the good fortune to enter her world, is there for
everyone.
—bell hooks
bell hooks is a cultural critic, and feminist theorist. Her latest book is Black
Looks: Race and Representation (Sou^i
End Press, Boston).
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A VOICE IN THE
WILDERNESS
TRAUMA and RECOVERY by Judith
Lewis Herman, M.D., (HarperCollins, NY;
$22.95 hardcover)

A few months ago I was in the studio
audience for a TV talk show on rape.
Waiting around after the program, I
heard another audience member discussing the topic with his friends.
'There's no such thing as an innocent
victim," he told them. Rapists, according to this "New Ager," are attracted by
the "negative energy" of the survivor.
This was, of course, classic victimblaming, much like the health chauvinism that maintains people become ill or
disabled because of some spiritual flaw
(their "karma," their "type A personality"). This is a neat but hallucinatory
vision of reality in which the wicked are
punished and the truly good (that is,
folks like us) never suffer. I've actually
heard people explain how incest survivors make a conscious decision while in
the womb to be born into a sexually
abusive family.
The next day I began reading Trauma

and Recovery, Judith Lewis Herman's
newest book, and the contrast couldn't
have been more welcome. Where the
traditional tendency has been to look to
the behavior of the (usually female)
victim to explain the actions ofthe (usually male) perpetrator, Herman, a psychiatrist, writes with insight of the terror of physical and sexual trauma, placing responsibility squarely on those
perpetrating the violence. Herman's
book is a clear and often beautifully
written exploration of the true nature of
victimization, and of the paths victims
take to recovery.
"The core experience of psychological
trauma are disempowerment and disconnection from others. Recovery, therefore, is based upon the empowerment of
the survivor and the creation of new
connections." Herman elaborates on this
theme throughout her book, tracing the
elements of "a healing relationship"
between therapist and client. "Traumatic events destroy the sustaining
bonds between individual and community." The survivor, while striving to
regain those bonds, is also in a unique
position to evaluate them, to recast them
in light of her hard-won knowledge of
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abuse were expressing a desire to be their stories, to talk about the terrors of
survival.
war. In many cases this treatment was
The book begins with a feminist cri- seduced by their fathers.
Even when abuse was acknowledged, "successful" — meaning the men retique of the three major attempts of the
past century to understand the nature it was assumed that the victims bore the gained enough of their former mental
and aftermath of trauma. The first of responsibility for the assault, "provok- health to be sent back to the front.
these was the study of "hysteria" in the ing" batterers to batter and rapists to Research on combat stress was resumed
late 1800s, which became the life's work rape. Herman recounts how "in one case following the Vietnam War (primarily
of medical researchers such as Jean- [researchers] managed to [show the bat- as a result of the advocacy of Vietnam
Martin Charcot, Pierre Janet, and tered wife] how to mend her ways. When veterans).
Sigmund Freud. By interviewing pa- she no longer sought help from her teenThe third great wave of research came
tients, Freud in particular reached the aged son to protect herself from beat- during the 1960s and early 70s, and
understanding that "hysteria" was the ings and no longer refused to submit to continues today. This work, by femipsychological and physiological conse- sex on demand...her treatment was nists on "rape trauma syndrome," has
quence of trauma suffered during child- judged a success."
shown us that rape and sexual violence
hood, most often physical or sexual
The second wave of research on what are traumatic experiences on a level
abuse committed by family or caretak- is today called "post-traumatic stress with combat.
ers, which explained the predominance disorder" began during the first world
"Not until the women's liberation
of female "hysterics" as compared to war, when thousands of men collapsed movement of the 1970s," Herman tell
men. Publishing his theory, Freud was under the pressure of combat. Unlike us, "was it recognized that the most
attacked by a medical community un- hysteria, it was acknowledged that "shell common post-traumatic disorders are
willing to accept the implications of his shock" was a result of exposure to trench not those of men in war but women in
findings: That incest, rape and sexual warfare, rather than men's need to fan- civilian life." She concludes that "Rape
abuse are common even among the tasize about it. Still, the prevailing medi- and combat might be considered complemiddle and upper classes, and that fe- cal opinion was that its sufferers were mentary social rites of initiation into
male children in particular are often cowards and malingerers. Several phy- the coercive violence at the foundation
savagely exploited by the "proper" men sicians, though, began listening to the of adult society. They are the paradigin their lives. Freud was forced to re- accounts of soldiers, much as Freud had matic forms of trauma for women and
cant, and for the next 70 years male listened to women's accounts of rape men respectively."
dominated psychiatry maintained that and incest. W.H.R. Rivers in particular
Herman's review of the similarities
women who spoke of childhood sexual encouraged his patients to write out between the reactions of survivors to
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rape and battering, of torture and com- individual and group therapy designed LIVING AMID THE
bat (she also discusses hostages and to return these survivors to autonomy KILLING FIELDS
survivors ofthe Holocaust) demonstrates and self-esteem.
that "the war on women" is more than
The application of Herman's vision of BATTLE FOR THE ELEPHANTS by Oho
just a radical feminist figure of speech. therapy, in which the therapist is above and lain Douglas-Hamilton (Viking, New York,
What all these forms of violence have in all a sympathetic witness to her patient's NY; $30 hardcover)
common is that they invalidate the ex- struggle for recovery, empowers surviistence, the worth of the victim. Rape, vors and allows them, sometimes for the Iain Douglas Hamilton is a self-avowed
for instance, "is intentionally designed first time, to take careful note of the soldier in an all-out war to save the
to produce psychological trauma."
society which fostered their abuse. In African elephant from extinction. For
Herman draws a distinction between turn, "social action offers the survivor a two decades his Cassandra-like warnsurvivors of one or two incidents of ter- source of power" hitherto unknown to ings of doom for the species he holds
ror and those who — through prolonged them. "Women question their traditional dearer than God and country fell on
exposure to combat, an incestuous or acceptance of a subordinate role. Men deaf or nearly deaf ears. Iain along with
otherwise abusive childhood or mar- question their traditional complicity in his wife, Oria, were two of the original
riage — suffer from "complex post-trau- a hierarchy of dominance."
stalwart soldiers who dedicated their
matic stress disorder" — a new diagnoContrary to the attacks on therapy by lives to doing something about the ivory
sis postulated for the first time in this James Hillman et al, Herman helps us trade that was, from 1969 until the '90s,
book. These are people who have been to see it as a training ground for action, running rampant across a continent,
subject "to totalitarian control over a as a way to find the truth about our- killing at least half a million elephants
prolonged period (months to years)." selves and the society around us. as the price of ivory skyrocketed.
They experience "alterations in con- Therapy becomes, not an amelioraThe book chronicles Iain's struggle to
sciousness" including amnesia, the de- tive blunting of the desire for justice, wake up governments, wildlife groups
velopment of multiple personalities, al- but rather a crucial step in develop- and fellow scientists, all the while, in
terations in self-perception leading to ing the ability to fight for it. For, as doleful gruesome pictures, depicting the
self-mutilation, and alterations in rela- Herman tells us, "public truth-tell- mass killingfieldof Africa's elephants.
tions with others, including isolation, ing is the common denominator of all It is a bitter struggle, one which scars
persistent distrust, and "repeated fail- social action."
his soul even at the writing of the book:
ures of self-protection." Herman goes
"Even now I am consumed with anger,"
on to sketch a treatment program of
—Fred Pelka he writes, "at the sluggish reactions of
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most of the elephant scientists and the
conservation establishment to the unmitigated slaughter of the elephants. And
while they argued among themselves the
elephants died and went on dying."
Iain found his calling early. He arrived in Tanzania's beautiful Lake
Manyara Park in 1965, a naturalist
and scientist from Oxford University,
nephew to a Scottish duke and the
possessor of a daring, some said brash,
spirit. He was charged with studying
the effects of Manyara's dense elephant
herds on the delicate woodlands and
plant life of the small park set at one
end of the Great Rift Valley.
Back in '69, Iain was known as something of a wild man. I was fortunate
that year to visit the camp he called
home: Cosy pristine white rondavals
set by a waterfall inside the park boundaries. "B'wana Douglas," as the locals
called him, risked death daily to photograph, identify and keep track ofthe movements of the park's elephant denizens.
I, myself, thought him beyond crazy
when I accompanied him one day to
find a special elephant family. He drove
his Landrover practically up the collective backsides of a group of grazing
elephants, semi-hidden in a woodsy
copse, provoking them to charge. The
whirling, trumpeting matriarch rose to
the challenge, flapping her ears in fury
and bearing down upon us. Iain threw
the Landrover in reverse, speedingbackwards at 35-miles-per-hour over killer
terrain, the mountain of gray flesh in
hot pursuit. Suddenly, he jammed on
the brakes, grabbed his camera, stood
up and aimed as I nearly swooned in
terror. He calmly clicked away at the
approaching elephant and never
stopped. The elephant, herself, seemed
then to skid to a halt a few feet away.
She calmly turned and resumed grazing. I marvelled that Iain knew exactly
how far he could go in calling his elephants' bluffs.
He seemed then to be lord of his
Edenesque domain and was so, for years
to come, joined by his beautiful wife, a
former jet-setter, who was born and
raised on her parents' farm by Lake
Naivasha. The couple's two daughters
were born in Manyara and the family
lived in halcyon innocence, even presenting their blonde toddlers for inspection by some of the tamer matriarch elephants.
Such trust to the Douglas-Hamiltons,
was obviously sacred. When the great
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herds of elephants were increasingly
decimated in the '70s and '80s, as described in alternating chapters by Iain
and Oria, there is a sense that this pair
felt it their sacred duty to join the battle
for their survival. The two face offagainst
many kinds of enemies: Corrupt officials from game wardens on up to heads
of state — the Idi Amins or Emperor
Bokassas who enriched themselves with
exclusive monopolies on the elephant
tusks within their realm; or rival conservationists such as the wily Ian Parker,
the ex-white hunter who culls profes-

sionally for game parks overrun and
overgrazed by resident herds. DouglasHamilton tries to give respect and credit
where due, but all opponents who believe in a compromise ivory ban, or who
uphold the idea of culling are eventually
overwhelmed by Douglas-Hamilton's
painstaking research, or by charges, as
in the case of Parker, of corruption.
Parker is accused of accepting money
from ivory traders while lobbying for
partial ivory bans and continued culling
as a valid approach to elephant conservation. This position is totally opposed
by the book's authors.
Iain himself continues the battle for
his elephants by hiring out to wildlife
organizations or governments to do
aerial surveys of elephant populations.
In three years of dangerous barnstorm
flying that Iain describes, he surveys
herds in 21 African countries plus he
offers a Noah-like accounting of almost
every individual herd on the continent.
Add to these Oria's and sometimes
Iain's writings of tense meetings with
obfuscating ivory traders, both sinister
yet exotic, and the book has the makings
of a first class thriller to boot. It could
serve as well as a political primer be-

cause, as Iain points out, ivory always
becomes currency during Africa's times
of political upheaval — which was the
case from 1969 to 1989.
There are a few annoying lapses of
feminist good taste on Iain's part, like
when he describes a new assistant, a
university coed volunteer, as having a
Jane Fonda figure. So what if he also
extols her brains?Otherelephanthands,
such as the well-respected Cynthia Moss,
whom Iain has known for years as an
ally, he doesn't bother to describe at all.
Small matter, though, when compared
to the life and death struggle for a great
species. There is nothing but pathos,
beauty and admiration when the Douglas-Hamiltons describe the wonders of
the beasts they love: The desert elephants who wander 80-kilometers a
day for water, chewing on wood chips
but leaving trees alone as if they know
not to destroy the ecology which sustains them just barely; or the tale Oria
hears from a Kruger game warden when
they have shot sleeping darts into elephants they are about to cull. Just as
the ranger lifts the knife to cut the
throat of a calf, its barely conscious
mother wraps her feeble trunk around
his arm in a gesture of restraint.
Who wouldn't weep for this?
In the end, the Douglas-Hamiltons
retain their hero status for the years
they've sacrificed to save the elephants.
And while one wonders how they manage to go on while their souls are tortured by the deaths around them, in the
end, they have cause for some optimism, as does the reader. Thank God,
their message finally gets out. President Moi of Kenya burns thousands and
thousands of tons of confiscated tusks to
lower the value ofivory. Formerly reluctant wildlife groups now call for a total
international ban on ivory trading. New
Kenya wildlife administrator, Richard
Leakey, gets tough with poachers and
park administrators. Money is increasingly available to go up against the
gangs of poachers who previously
outgunned the resources of anti-poaching teams.
In part the reason for the poacher's
superiority, Iain says, points right to
the United States. For it is AK-47s and
American-made automatic weapons,
that have allowed ivory poachers to
mow down hundreds of animals at a
time. The United States' top export in
this war — for it is nothing less — is
guns and automatic weapons to Third
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World buyers. Now, as other countries are
dealing with poachers on a shoot first,
question later basis, they are in retreat.
It may well be only a temporary respite.
I applaud the Douglas-Hamiltons, and
feel real gratitude for their efforts. But
they have not really relaxed their vigilance, and neither, they say, should we.
This book, with all its adventure —
even a scary small plane crash with
Iain, Oria and one daughter, but with
no injury — and beautifully descriptive
passages could successfully be translated to the movie screen. Perhaps in
that version, we'd see more of the love
story between its two authors lurking
behind the elephant battles. I confess, I
liked the romance too.
—Kate Coleman
Kate Coleman is a Berkeley-based writer
at work on a biography of the late Black
Panther leader, Huey Newton, for Times
Books.

WHAT WOMEN WANT
SLOW H A N D : Women Writing Erotica,
edited by Michele Slung (HarperCollins, NY;
$20 hardcover)

Women have written erotica since the
beginning of time: Secretly in letters,
anonymously in literature, both pornographic and literary. However none have
won the renown of the Marquis de Sade,
Jean Genet or Henry Miller. If distinguished women novelists had wanted to
include more erotica in their writings,
undoubtedly they could have. But
society's double standard about which
sex may revel in sexuality and which
one should not has prevented most
women writers from shaking off their
shackles. This makes Slow Hand:
Women Writing Erotica especially welcome. The 19 stories by as many authors demonstrate the wide range of
women's erotic fantasies and their ability to make them illuminating, titillating and entertaining.
Slung tells us her hope with this anthology was to engender the same kind
of recognition "all" women felt a decade
ago when they first heard the Pointer
Sisters' song that inspired the book's
title. The idea was to find a lover who
would "spend some time," one who had
"an easy touch," a lover interested in
total erotic exploration not just sexual
release. What makes her collection so
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interesting is that most of us have read
erotica only from a man's point of view.
Now we can find out what our sisters
feel.
They feel a great variety of things: A
need to dominate, a need to be dominated; an inclination to exhibitionism
and a desire to have more than one
sexual partner. The emotions may not
be surprising but they hold us because
they are so well-depicted. Wendy LewYone, author of the novel The Coffin
Tree, sets the short story, "Drought," in
a tropical war-torn country which could

erotic similarities between men and
women are greater than their differences?
A couple of stories deal with voyeurism. In "Ninty-Three Million Miles
Away," Barbara Gowdy, author of the
novels Through the Green Valley and
Falling Angels, describes a bored wife
who becomes addicted to showing herself naked to an unknown neighbor
across from her building. He is equally
addicted to the interludes, but responds
by watching impassively and fullyclothed from his window. Every day she
becomes more wanton and more dependent on his eyes. Eventually, she can't
stand the anonymity. She must know
who he is, she learns his name, apartment number and profession. The final
confrontation at his office is interesting
for what it says about the kind of partnership voyeurism demands.
Being taken against one's will is another recurrent theme in this collection
—although of course that's not what we
women are supposed to want. Sometimes it is done by a man, other times by
another woman. In "The Story of No" by
Lisa Tuttle, whose most recent novel is
Lost Futures, a wife vacationing in England with her husband vividly recalls
a chance erotic encounter many years
before. She had met a man in a bar, felt
enormous lust, and gone with him to a
parking lot where he satisfied her but
she — later to her regret — did not
satisfy him. All through their encounter she had kept saying "no," which she
only realized later always meant "yes.''
A young man at the quaint hotel where
she is staying with her husband reminds her ofher long-lost lover. A chance
to redeem herself seems possible. The
conclusion is too interesting to divulge
for it gives us insight into the female
narrator's fantasies—fantasies she didn't
know she was capable of— as well as the
fantasies of the men in her life.
Slung may have hit a gold mine. One
anthology cannot make up for centuries
of secrecy. Although including erotica
in longer pieces of fiction seems more
balanced, these short stories are effective because of their brevity. Most of the
authors have been able to fully develop
their characters and situations with a
minimum of extraneous detail, thus giving them punch and resonance.
— Valerie Gladstone

be Vietnam. A blond, white pilot is shot
down and brought to recover in the halfAsian, half-Caucasion female narrator's
village. While nursing him back to health
she begins to stimulate him sexually,
and gets a physical response although
he is barely conscious. Sex with him
becomes her obsession as she becomes
increasingly abandoned in her behavior. Although she brings him to orgasm,
he is the passive partner, never the
initiator of sex. However, when time
comes for him to leave, she easily lets go
because, apart from his sexual use, he
has no value to her. The woman has
exploited her charge.
Interestingly, one doesn't feel she is
contemptible although, in actuality, this
is a kind of rape, for at one level the man
is totally unresponsive and she is simply taking her pleasure. The writer's
skill has made the sex seem a natural
outgrowth of wartime, the tropics, and
the narrator's isolation from her society
which looks down on her because she is
of mixed blood. However, if a man wrote
such a story in these emotionallycharged times, he would surely be
trounced by feminists. What, then, do Valerie Gladstone is a freelance writer
we make of this? Could it be that the based in New York.
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THIRD WAVE from pg 11
patriarchal assault on women's bodies,
a coalition of women from all backgrounds will have to join forces to address the underlying assumptions of
this attack. Young women have been
among the first to organize on this fight,
witnessed by the proliferation of
prochoice activity on college campuses.
Still, if this movement is to progress
beyond a single-issue campaign, uniting women inside and outside the academy in the name of feminism, it will
mean expanding the agenda: Insisting '
upon birth control options for all women,
and giving equal energy to addressing the
lackofeducational opportunities, childcare,
daycare,andhealthcare options fundamental to the campaign for reproductive choice.
Only by recognizing and helping provide choices for all women, and supporting all women in their struggles to obtain those choices, will the women of my

generation, thefirstraised in the shadow
of the second wave and witness its triumphs and failures, be able to build a
successful third wave of the feminist
movement. The initial step must be to
reclaim the word feminism as an appealing, empowering term in women's
lives by buiding a movement that commits to all women, while recognizing
their multiple concerns.
•
RUSSIAN SOUL from pg 47
tion of the Communist elite into a new
entrepreneurial class, largely ignoring
another force that is, simultaneously,
profoundly reshaping Russian life: An
exploding interest in spirituality. Six
thousand Russian Orthodox churches
have reopened in the last three years,
according to Pulitzer Prize-winning
Russian expert and journalist, Hedrick
Smith. The Baptist religion is flourishing along with other branches of Protestantism, and untold millions of copies of
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the Bible have been sold and distributed. In the streets of Moscow, St. Petersburg, and other large cities, books
on Hinduism, Buddhism, Krishnaism,
and other religions are for sale everywhere. Posters advertise lectures and
seminars on metaphysical, esoteric and
occult subjects, along with every conceivable form of healing, psychism, and UFO
cult, as millions of individuals search, in
their own way, for a higher reality.
"ThegreatestquestionforRussia,"Nikolai
Berdyaev said a half century ago, "has
always been whattobelieve." In the eyes of
many Russians, the current crisis is above
all a crisis ofbelief. Sergei Obratsov, now in
his 80s, the founder of a popular puppet
theater and a beloved Moscow cultural
figure, had this to say in a recent newspaper interview:
"For me, our present time is the most
difficult time in my life....The lack of
faith has brought us so much pain....For
a very long time we believed in communism, I too believed in it although I lived
my whole life without becoming a member ofthe Party. Theidea of communism
is, at its essence, a very beautiful one. It
is not a new idea, its roots go back to the
very distant past. To a great extent it
reflects a very old Ch ristian beliefabout
goodness, charity and compassion. But
it was so distorted that the idea itself
turned into the cause of a great deal of
evil. In the end, we no longer even believe in communism.
We believe in almost nothing now, and
because ofthis, life is very, very difficult
for us."
In the short run, unfettered market
forces will surely leave their mark on
the Russian landscape. But it is hard to
escape the impression that they will be
the least profound of changes that will
overtake this vast expanse of the earth.
In the long run, the products of the
marketplace simply will not be enough
to satisfy the Russian soul. Out of this
historical crisis will emerge, if not a
universal religion as many havepredicted,
at least another idea, another belief,
another article of faith concerning the
interrelatedness of humankind.
•
Nancy Seifer is the author of Face To
Face With Freedom: A Glimpse Of The
Russian Soul During The August Coup
(Freedom Press, N Y, 1991), and Nobody Speaks For Me!: Self Portraits Of
American Working Class Women
(1976). She is currently at work on an
oral history book about Russians.
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VICTIMS OF THE WAR FOR OIL

GENDER PARITY IN PRISONS

I want to thank you for printing my
letter in your Summer issue. I also
wanted to tell you that I thought the
entire issue was really good. I'm curious
to know if Phyllis Chesler is writing
more on Aileen Wuornos. I think
Chesler's analysis is well done. The
point of gender parity and hatred of j
women and how to make that clear
when the cause is a difficult one to gain
support for is a hard argument to make.
I thought she did a really good job. And
it is outrageous how the jury only took
an hour to bring in the death penalty.
During this period in history, it
is particularly hard to be in jail.
The L.A. insurrection, the raging
crisis, the backlash — all of it.
Susan Rosenberg
Marianna, FL

In today's newspaper, there is a picture
of a small child. His swollen belly and
genital region look like a balloon about
to burst. He is a victim of an illness
whose origin is believed to be the result
ofcontamination from biological, chemical weapons or possible radiation from
some nuclear station destroyed in the
aerial bombing during the Gulf War.
The Allies went home to victory. The
men, women and children, unlucky
enough to be born in Iraq, were victims
of all the destructive consequences that
were meant primarily for only one man.
But no one laments that innocent people,
especially children, now pay the price of COLD WAR INJUSTICE?
a war that George Bush directed so that Regarding Patricia Lynden's article
the American people wouldn't have to "Blacklist, Black Days" (Summer 1992),
pay too much for gasoline — certainly Ethel and Julius Rosenberg and Morton
not the three and four dollars a gallon Sobell were convicted for conspiracy to
we pay in Europe. The real reason for commit atomic espionage. As attorney
the Gulf War was economic. Kuwait sat Clarence Darrow once said, conspiracy
on the most valuable oil deposits in the charges should have been thrown out
world. Was there no other creative solu- with the thumb screw and the rack
tion to regaining Kuwait? Did it take an since they exact the maximum penalty
entire western arsenal of weaponry to without proving an overt act.
try to get to one ugly man? Where was
The arrest of the Rosenbergs and Sobell
consciousness raising in all of this? in 1950 had nothing to do with World
American women were off to war, some War II and everything to do with the
of them bemoaning having to leave their Korean War, another war of American
children. War is indeed a risky business imperialism. In defending their innoand if women feel they want equal op- cence, the Rosenbergs gave their lives
portunity with men, fine. But women and Morton Sobell spent 19.5 years in
should recall that while it takes nine prison, their personal price for our Cold
months to create a child in a womb, it War.
takes less than nine seconds to destroy
Lee Heller
the wonderful creation of nature. When
San Francisco, CA
I see a wounded child as an innocent
victim of conflict, I feel that only women, BUTCHERING WOMEN
whose capacity to bear children is such DOESN'T COUNT
a miracle, can make their voices heard
Beverly Lowy reported in "Win Some
in the political arena so that the next
Lose Some" (Spring 1992) about a New
time a U.S. president worries about the
York doctor who had his license susAmerican consumer's pocketbook, the
pended after severing the arm of a fetus
cost of maintaining a certain standard
even though he had previously been
of living does not require the maiming
accused of injuring a number of women.
and killing of innocent children. I, for
A similar situation has occurred in Oklaone, would gladly open up my wallet
homa. A doctor is in the middle of a
and pay more for everything, knowing
major controversy after improperly disthat such an action is consistent with a
posing of 60 fetuses that were buried on
highly evolved conscience that recogland he once owned. This has been the
nizes the world is everyone's neighbortop story on our local news and on the
hood.
front page of our local newspaper, The
Daily Oklahoman.
Constance Larsen
It angers me that the women this
Madrid, Spain
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doctor has been accused of butchering
are not receiving the same attention
these fetuses are. In the story of his
medical negligence, the fetuses being
improperly buried and burned are
on page one. The story of the women
he injured is on page 14. Too many
people are more concerned about potential people than they are real,
live women.
Thank you for an excellent publication.
Don Hincle
Oklahoma City, OK
ARAB WOMEN HAVE
VARIED LIVES

I have recently read the article, "Women
Healers Past and Present" (Spring 1992)
and am concerned about Beatrice Levin's
statements describing Arab women.
Although it is true that women are
forbidden to drive cars in Saudi Arabia,
they do have drivers' licenses in many of
the Arab countries. In most they do not
need their husband's permission to participate in mixed gatherings and, indeed, work side by side with men in
many Arab countries.
My experience and research shows
that the lives of Arab women are much
more varied than the media has generally portrayed. It is unfair to generalize
based on the most conservative Arab
societies rather than looking at the variety of experiences.
I have enjoyedyour magazine, though,
and commend you for it.
Betty Jane Bailey
Upper Montclair, NJ
CORRECTIONS

Due to a production error, lines were
dropped from the first paragraph of
Maura Grotell's review of Susan
Faludi's book, Backlash: The Undeclared War Against
American
Women. The second sentence should
read:
Her extensively documented thesis of an antifeminist campaign uncovers a
related backlash propelled
not by women's equality but
by the "increased possibility
that they may win it."
Apologies also to Fred Pelka, whose
by-line was inadvertently dropped
from the body of his article, "Bitch
Witches & Hysterical Girls."
Both pieces were published in Volume
XXIII, Summer 1992.
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